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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory

Note Book

Volume Twenty-Five
While the Demucrets and the
Rs publicans start out their slugging for the Fall campaigns a
great deal of emphasis will be
focused on the activities of both
parties. I thought you would
be interested in a story told me
this week that might -be-nu—little slanted if it hadn't been related by Rev Olin Brewer of
Dalton:-Georgia.
A little boy, in dire financed
circumstances was looking forward to the approach of Christmu and knew that good ole
Santa wasn't going to be very
generous around his house. He
realized that only -the good fortune of God could change the
financial picture around his
•
se he decided then to call
on the Lord for help.
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Hear The
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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentutky, Thursday September 6, 1956

NOVEMBER ELECTION
DR. V. A. JACKSON
Bull
dogs
To
Tang
le
WILL INCLUDE TWO
TO LEAVE CLINTON
FOR SCHOOL BOARD With Tilghman's B MEDICAL CIRCLES
Popular
To
'::=
Team Thursday
In
Candidates

Are Advised
That Filing Opens Sept.
7 And Closes Sept. 22

Los Angeles

Number Thirty-Six

Wetherby To Visit
Fulton On Monday
Former Governor Lawrence W. Wetherby, a candidatt
for the United States senate in the November election
will visit in Fulton next Monday afternoon, September
10, the News was advised today. Governor Wetherby,
who was appointed by the State Democratic Executive
Comoittee as a candidate to fill the unexpired term of
the bite Alben W. Barkley, is running against John
Sherman Cooper, the Republican nominee.

Two members of the Fulton
A special game, not counted Billy Copeland, Sophomore, G;
Dr. Vesta A. Jackson, phyCity Board of' Education are up as a regular-season contest, will
Jerry Copeland, Senior, T; Joe sician and surgeon in Clinton for
for re-election at the general be played in Fulton Thursday
Dallas, Letterman, Capt. Senior, almost eleven years, announced
election in November: These in- evening at Memorial Stadium
HB; Davis Merrel, Freshman, E. last week that he is preparing
clude Dr. Ward Bushart and between the Fulton High School
Bobby Dunn, Letterman, Sen- to terminate his practice in ClinFelix Goseum, Jr.
"Bulldogs" and the Paducah ior. G; Tommy Exum, Sopho- ton and move to Los Angeles,
For the benefit of any who Tilghman "Tornado" "B" team.
Mr. Wetherby will arrive in Headquarters in Louisville are
more, T; Charlie Forrest, Fresh: California where he will conmight wish to file for the ofThe game will conform to man, QB; flarold. Frazier, Let- tinue to practice.
Fulton about two o'clock in the in the process of organization,
fice, the following information standard playing regulations in
Dr. Jackson said that he is as afternoon. He will fly to May- early attempts to affect a harterman, Junior, HB; Freddie
Is herewith submitted:
every respect, the News was in- Harper, Sophomore, HB; Don yet unable to name the date of field Monday morning and spend monious and hard-fighting DemCandidates for the board of formed, except that the respec- Hogan,
Letterman,- Senior, HB; his departure, but that he ex- the morninirvisiting with Demo- ocratic front are making great
He told his mother that he education have only fifteen days tive coaches will
be allowed on David Holland, lAltterman, Sen- pects to leave here perhaps the cratic leaders in that city. He headway. William Young, who
was going to wine to God 1,0 in which to qualify. They may the
field during play.
will visit in Fulton in the after- managed the successful camior (Co-Capt.) QB; Charles Hud- latter part of September.
send him $10. His mother, admir- not file more than 80 days before
The contest will be broadcast dleston, Sophomore, T; Bobby
Accompanying Dr. Jackson to noon and then go to Hickman paign for Earle Clements inthe
ing his faith, agreed to the let- election day, and not less than over WFUL-FM
by the station's Hyland, -'Sophomore, G; Joe Los Angeles will be his wife, for organizational meetings with May primary is state campaign
ter-writing and the little boy 45 days before the election. This ace sportscaster, Bing
Hamptore Johnson, Sophomore, T.
Other
prominent.
Marie, and their daughter, Don- Democrats and other leading chairman.
took pen in hand to try for a year the qualifying dates are sponsored by J. L.
Democratic leaders who figured
Grooms and
na. Mrs, Jackson's mother, Mrs. citizens there.
Johnny
Jones,
Sophompre,
E;
$10 gift at Christmastime.
September 7 through September Sons. Evans Drug Store and
Democratic in the campaign of Joe Bates,
State
While
Tammie Latta, Sailor, HB; Jim- Zell Hopkins, will also go with
"Dear God," he wrote. "I am 22.
Smith's Cafe.
who opposed Senator Clements,
my Newton, Sophomore, E; Jim- them to make her home in Los
declaration
A
intentions
of
to
Christmas
poor
and
3
little boy
Game time will be 7:45 p.m. mie Oliver, Letterman, Senior, Angeles.
have joined the state-wide Demfor
run
the
must
board
filed
be
Is coming on and it doesn't look
with broadcasting starting with C; Jerry Robertson, Sophomore,
ocratic organization forces to
Dr. Jackson is a native of
like I will get any presents in with the county court clerk in a are-game warm-up narration T; Leroy Sliwyer, Letterman, Hickman county. After graduabring about the election of two
my stockings. Will you please Hickman during the qualifying at 730
Democratic Senators this Fall.
Senior, T; Charles Sisson, Sopho- tion from the University of
dates. The petition must be
send me stor.
Fulton Bulldog Roster
Senator Earle C. Clements is
more, G; Robert Stephenson, Louisville School of Medicine,
signed by at least fifty legal
Johnny Allen. Sophomore, C; Sophorome, -14B; Ken Winston, he entered the army during
seeking re-election to that ofvoters,
giving
their
names
and
Tommy Allen, Freshman, C; Letterman, Junior, E; Donnie World War II and served for
fice. His opponent is RepubliThe postman who"law the card
can Thurston B. Morton, formPhillip Andrews, Freshman. Fli: McKnight, Soph. (Man.). Man. three years in the Medical
to be mailed was very touched places of residence.
To
for
be
school
eligible
board Bobby Bennett, Letterman, Jun- Coach Charles
er under-secretary of State.
by this sad appeal and since the
Corps.
Thomas.
postman did nut have a definite membership, a person must be ior, G; Robert Bone, LetterDr. Jackson opened his pracSehedide
No Blame Placed
mailing address for the dear at least 24, be a legal voter, have man, Junior, HB: Bobby Bow- Sept. 14—Sharon—There
tice in Clinton on Nevember 27,
On Motorist Who
Lord. he Jost decided to send lived at least three years in the den., Senior, G; Dale Breeden, Sept. 21—Marion—Bere
1945, and on October 27, 1946
the card e , President Eisenhow- state of Kentucky, have at least Letterman, Senior, FB; George Sept. 28—Murray—Here
opened his hospital on East Clay
Hit 3-Year-Old Boy
er. The card made its way to an eighth grade education, and Burnette, Letterman, Senior, E; Oct. 5—Trigg Co.—Here
Street. On October 8, 1950 he
hold
other
no
plitical
office.
Duncan Bushart, Freshman, G; Oct 12—Dresden--There
the President's personal attentraneferred his practice to his
Little Steve Baird,.three-year
The office carries with it no Richard Cardwell, Sophomore, Oct.
tioir and he too was mo-ved. The
new and modern clinic, also on old son of Dr. and Mrs. Danny
19—(;leason—ahere
President instructed one of his financial remuneration.
T; Jerry Carter, Sophomore, HB; Oct. 26—Alamo— re
East Clay Street, and has since Baird narrowly escaped 'serious
Glenn Cook, Sophomore, FB; Nov. 2—So Fulto—Here
assistants to answer the little
continued his practice there.
injury Tuesday afternoon when
boy's request by sending the
Since the opening of the Clin- he was hit by a slow-moving
Three Generations
President's personal card and atton and Hickman Qeenty Hospi- automobile in front of his home
Lions Auction Nob
taching a one dollar bill.
tal in February of 1951 he has In the Covington Addition in
Take 70 Per Cent
been chief suregon there.
South Fulton.
$850 For City Park
Of Fair Trophies
At his clinic, his wife is asWell. the President's card and
H
M
Pewitt and Charles
Little Steve was playing in the
A community auction to raise
sociated with him as a certified front yard of his home when he
the one dollar bill made its way Wright I ;,v,• been elected to money to be used for improveThree generations of the Burlaboratory
techniciad.
te the little boy. but the Pre- three rear terms on the Board ments on the Fulton City Park,
Mrs. suddenly darted into the street nette family of Fulton brought
Jackson is also a licensed prac- in the path of the automobile.
sidential gift did not fulfill the of Direct,rs of Southern States conducted last Friday and Sattheir dairy animals to the West
tical nurse and a nurse-aneslittle boy's desire to have that Fulton Cooperative, with Mrs. urday by the Fulton Lions Club,
The little boy was knocked Kentucky Fair in Paducah last
thetist.
mother
his
So.
told
bill
he
$10
Hillman Collier and Mrs. Harry was "very successful," stated
down by the impact and re- Wednesday and took home more
Radar Employed
he was going to write to God lieriteeek elected to the Home Ad- Club President Ward Johnson.
ceived a blow to the back of his than 70 per cent of the $1,000
DON HILL LEASES
again for that 810 bill and he vietire Hoard.
To Arrest 230
Approximately $850 was raised
head. He was rushed to Haws premium money at the open
GATEWAY CAFE
sat dov..n and wrote
•
13eetions were held at the an- at the 2-day affair, which was
Memorial Hospital where x-rays dairy show.
Law Violators
nual Southern States summer staged at the former Little MoWillow Wiilde Farm, operatDon Hill of Fulton has leased failed to find any, serious inSome 230 motorists were armeeting, which was held last tor Company on Fourth Street
' Dear God
the Gateway Restaurant, locat- jury. More x-rays were taken ed by Cecil Burnette, Elmer Hixrested
in
Obion
and
Dyer
counson and Mr. Burnette's sons,
"Christmas is coming and I Thursday evening at the Ful- and broadcast bdth days over ties over the
Labor Day week- ed on Highway 45-E. near Mar- Wednesday morning to further
need $10 very badly If I don't ton hall park. Approximately WrUL. Col. Charles W. Burrow end in four radar
tin. He took over the operations determine any broken bones or completely swept the Guernsey
-beblocks
division. They entered 1'7 aniget it I'm afraid we won't have 737 attended the free fish fry was auctioneer.
ginning Friday night and end- Wednesday. Mr. Hill will op- other injury.
Steve is confined to his bed mals and placed • first in 17
a ChrfMmas holiday in out and business meeting
erate the cafe himself.
ing Monday afternoon.
DINNER AT BAPTIST CHURCH
and although he was badly shak- classes, including, of course, junhouse And Dear God, if you de
This action troopers said, did
MeDADE GETS CONTRACT
Members of the Woodrow Fulen up by the accident he is re- kit, senior and grand champion.
send me the $10. please don't
FULTON CITY COUNCIL
riot
include
a
radar
check
A contract for bituminous ler Sunday school class and their
on
C. N. Burnette and Sons enportedly resting well. No blame
send it by way of Washington
Highway 45-E out of South Ful- MEETING MONDAY NIGHT
has been charged to the mo- terred Jerseys and captured
The last time y,,u sent me the Hamlin road in Calloway Coun- wives, and members of the Hometon
about
4
to
9:30 p.m Monday.
The Fulton City Council meet- torist for the accident.
eleven of the sixteen individual
money Eisenhower took nine ty. a distance of 6 445 miles, has makers Sunday School class and
The four checks brought ar- ing scheduled for last
been awarded to McDade and their husbands will enjoy a dinclasses, including the senior
Monday
dollars out of it for taxes."
McDade of Fulton for $58.645 08. ner at the First Baptist Church rests to motorists from some night, was postponed because of
champion and grand champion.
eight states, but primarily in the Labor Day holiday. The County's Second Polio
the State Department of High- Friday evening at 6:30.
Junior champion -female was
Speaking of gifts I received
Tennessee, Kentucky, Illinois, meeting will be held next Monways announced this week
shown by Lilly Mae Harrison of
Case
Is
keep
Reported
one the other day. I shall
Indiana,
Ohio
and
Michigan. day night.
DR. STARR ON LEAVE
Graves County and Foster 4It for what looks like some defThe second case of Polio this Star Farm of Mayfield
PICNIC TIME
Dr. Elvis Stahr Jr., will re- Fines totaling more than $4,300
exhibitinite use in the future Somewere
assessed on various charg- MRS. EMMA CLOYS
sue men's Sunday School
year in Fulton County was re- ed the champion Jersey bull.
ceive a year's leave from the
body gave me a -Chandler for of the
es of posessing no drivers li- DIES IN
South
ported
Fulton
to
day
Baptist
(Wednesday)
University
as
of Kentucky to beDETROIT. MICH,
McCracken County made a
President" badge that was used
Church will have a barbecue come director of the President's censes, having no mufflers on
this week's paper went to press. good showing in the Holstein
diat the recent Democratic Na- dinner on the
the
vehicles,
Mrs
reckless
Emma
Cloys
driving,
of
Water
The
Russell Boaz farm Committee on Education Becase was reported to be in vision. Lewis Nace of Kevil had
tional Convention in Chicago. on Thursday
but
primarily
Valley
for
died
last
speeding
Monday
in
morna
the area below Hickman, in the thc. grand champion in the form
night
yond the High School
Who knows but that the badge
45 mph zone.
ing in Detroit. The body arrived same locality as the first case. of a junior calf.
It was also junmay come in handy come 1960.
The radar checks were held: Tuesday afternoon at 2:55 and Neither of the children have ior
champion. Elwood Peyton
8 p.m. Friday to 1 a.m. Saturday was taken to the Whitnel Fu- had polio shots, according to re- showed
the senior champion.
Also in the mail comes another
on Highway 51 north of Dyers- neral Home.
port.
chain letter that looks something
burg; 2 to 7:30 a.m. Saturday on
like a gag, but if it isn't you
Highway 51 between Union City
can call me and I will be glad
and Fulton; 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monto have you be my guest in this
day on Highway 51 south of
When Cubmaster Nelson Tripp
late3t fad Sounds like some(Continued on Page Four)
body's making -fun of my golf rounds up his pack of Cub
Scouts for another full and acgame, but here's the letter:
Select one New golf ball of tive year of Cubbing, it will be
A saddened Fulton paid a fi- leaders.
your choice and send it-to the for the fifteenth consecutive
nal tribute of respect to a gracWithin recent months Mrs.
first name on top of this list year. The genial, likeable and
Alexander And
ious lady on Sunday afternoon, Scruggs retired from the many
with your name and return ad- efficient Cubmaster can - look
when funeral services were held activities to which she had spent
Rawls Unable
back on many weeks end-montes
dregs on the package."
To Make Bond
The South Fulton Red Devils at the First Methodist Church for many years of her life. Her reThen write ten (10) copies of of hard work and planning in
lost their first football game of Mrs. Hazel Bennett Scruggs,. a tirement, however, never lesthis letter, cutting out the top this woethwhile project, but NelRaymond George Alexander,
the season at Memorial Stadium beloved and prominent citizen of sened her interest in those afname and adding your name on son can look back with a great
fairs and up until recently she 34, and George Rawls, 25, pleadin Felton last Friday night to this community.
the list as No. 182. Do this with- deal of personal satisfaction.
Joseph
widow
Dr.
The
Cuthof
evinced
great hope that she ed not guilty to three charges in
Starting with less than five
Gleason, Tenn., by a lopsided
in three (3) days after receipt
bert Scruggs and the eldest would be able to again partici- Fulton City
"dens" (Cub lingo for troops)
Court Tuesday,
score of 0-27.
of this letter.
daughter
of the late Mr. and pate in her church work, her waived
examing
trial
Clarence Sanders and* Bobby
Your name will come up next Fulton's Cub Pack has grown to
and
Everett each scored twice to Mrs. Joe Bennett, Mrs. Scruggs cultural interests and surely she were held to await grand jury
time and you will receive one nearly fifteen dens with almost
lead Gleason tan easy victory. was a member of a distinguished wanted to again be a part of action.
hundred (100) golf balls. To play 100 young boys in blue actively
Alexander And Rawls were arSouth Fulton never managed to family whose forbears were the coming national campaigns,
golf these days a duffer needs participating in the program.
Some of Nelson's first little
penetrate inside the Gleason 30- prominent in the civic, cultural in which she never lost her en- rested early last Thursday morn100 balls and it will be interprofessional
West
and
of
life
thusiasm.
ing after a chase which involved
yard line.
esting to see the assortment you Cub Scouts are now grown men
Kentucky.
Mrs. Scruggs had a dedicated the Fulton and South Fulton
and leading full and useful lives,
Line-ups:
will receive
As a respected and beloved interest in her family and her police departments and the
Please do not break this chain much the richer for the first
Gleason — Tuck, le, Perritt, It,
Mrs. Scruggs herself friends. Those friends who have Fulton County sheriff's office.
Farris, Ig, Godwin, c, Goodwin, citizen
as others are depending on you traits of good citizenship they
They have been charged with
rg, Wright, rt, Stewart, re, played an important part in the known her always have a wide
as a golfer. If you do not wish learned in the Cub Pack proVaughn, qb, Sanders. lh, -Shaw, affairs of the community she store of incidents to relate about breaking and entering the City
to participate please return to gram.
Although
lcved.
she
not
was
acher
generosity, her quiet and de- Drug Store here, with possession
rh, and Everett, fb.
me for redistribution.
Carnivals, minstrels, camping
Nelson Tripp
South Fulton -- Hailey, le, tively engaged in the business voted acts of kindness and her of burglary tools and conspiracy
This is legal since no money trips and Pack meetings have
life of Fulton, her keen judg- unselfishness in sharing her good to commit a feleny. They were
is involved.
all figured prominently in the val and as always it bids well to Watts, It, Powell, 1g. Stephens,
Each participant is morally fifteen years of Nelson's activi- be another suetessful event for c, Billy Copeland, rg,-Nfehie, rt, ment and her enthusiasm for de- fortunes with others, many of taken to Fulton County jail in
projects whom she never knew.
Hickman
Tuesday
afternoon
to guarantee con- ties and fo
obligated
Hawks, re, Alston, qb, Meacham, veloping wcrthwhile
-r—Els efforts -he has the local Cub Scouts.
It is doubtful that there is a when they were unable to post
tinuity.
lh, Thomas, rh, and Bobby Cope- were visible in many activities
been awarded the Bronze Stain
she
which
engaged.
was
person
in this area who loved bonds of 0
.2,500 each.
The Golf Duffers Assn. tute, the training course key and
land.
COME RACK SOON!
Mrs. Scruggs had many avid people . . . all kinds of people
The Fulton County grand jury
the Silver Beaver, the highest
George Huddleston, choirmasScore by quarters:
interests. As a social leader she ... any better than Mrs. Scruggs. will convene here September 24
award in volunteer Scout work. ter of Trinity Episcopal Church Gleason
6 7 7 7-27 was gracious and charming. As While she gave little_ thought
RETREAT, A TREAT
to and is expected- to investigate
He has also been Scoutmaster in New Brunswick. N. J. left
Scoring touchdowns Gleason— a political leader among the the joy she spread in remember- the case. The
two men were repWednesday after an extended Sanders 2. Everett 2.
Miss Frederica Gibson, a sen- for two National jamborees.
women her advise was sought in ing her friends and family, and resented in court here Tuesday
personal
With
honors
for
College
his
Mdmphis
State
visit
with
at
his
ior
father Jake HudPoints after touehdowns Glea- many county, state and national she spread much joy, her grati- by Roy Garrison, Paducah
atarid the daughter of Mr. and work, Nelson has also seen hon- dleston, and other relaitves. Mr. son — Sanders, Everett, Black- campaigns. Many times she tude for
the kindnesses shown torney.
attended
come
a
ors
to his pack, for Ful- Huddleston, whose annual vis- burn.
Mrs. Fred Gibson
served as chairwoman for Dem- her - was boundless. Mrs. Scruggs,
Alexander, a resident of Nashretreat at Bear Creek Camp in ton's Cub Scout program is its are eagerly anticipated by his
Substitutes: Gleason — Dun- ocratic campaigns. In these ac- in tlie tradttion of her inimitable ville and formerly of Princeton,
Arkansas last wreck when plans pointed to as one of the best home-town, brings about a lot ning, Chapell. Wyatt, Fisher, tivities she gave unstintedly of
family, epitomized the hospitali- Ky., has been indentified as one
of happiness when his home is Doster, Blew, Blagliburn, Dunn, her time and she numbered
were mpde for rush week for in the Nation.
ty and the charm of the area of the men who robbed the IS.
Currently the Cub Scouts are always open for congenial vis- Houston. South Fulton—Tayne, among her close friends
Sigma Kappa Sorority at Memmany in which she lived.
DuBois wholesale drug firm in
working
on
annual
their
carniiting
and hospitable get-to-geth- Dycus, Alston, Bitzle, Fowler.
phis State.
nationally
famous
pallitical
(Castisese on Page 4) '
(Continued on Page Four)

LITTLE STEVE BAIRD
ESCAPES INJURY IN
AUTO MISHAP

PEWITT, WRIGHT ON
SO. STATES BOARD

BURNETTE FAMILY
SYNONYMOUS WITH
WINNING AWARDS

LABOR DAY10LIDAY
BRINGS LAND-OFFICE
TRAFFK BUSINESS

Nelson Tripp Enters Fifteenth
Year As Local Cub Scoutmaster

SOUTH FULTON LOSES
OPENER TO GLEASON

A Saddened Community Pays A ROBBERY SUSPECTS
Final Tribute To Mrs. Scruggs BOUND OVER TO

GRAND JURY

10.

Chandler Should Focus Attention Now On
Building A Future With Good Administration
hurry-up
Chandler's
Go‘fernor
political
scene
national
the
into
flurry
ended with dashed hopes for the
White House in 1956 and sent him
back to Frankfort mentioning 1960.
But actually his campaign for the
Presidential nomination can hardly be
taken as lightly as !ruiny would have
it.
Matching Chandler's 60-day campaign for the Presidential nomination
against the 4-year campaign waged by
the Democratic Party's nominee, Adlai
Stevenson, and the drive equally as
long and vigorous by Senator Kefativer, it seems remarkable that Kentucky's Governor could garner any
except Kentucky's votes. Most of the
delegations went to the convention
committed on the first ballot to one of
the major candidates.
The best thing Governor Chandler
can do now toward building a greater political future is to set his sights
on giving the people of Kentucky a
good administration and to put his
own house in order. He is obligated to
the people of Kentucky who demonstrated their faith in him by electing
him to the office of the State's Chief

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Executive by such a record majority
last November.
If he will concentrate his efforts
now on accomplishing them, the citizens of the Commonwealth may be
willink to overlook the fact that he
told them time and again in tearful
words that if they elected him Governor he would be content to serve
his four-year term before asking for
anything else.
Governor Chandler took the oath
of office as Chief Executive of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky with
more public accord than has been
lavished on any Governor in many
years. The people expressed great
faith in him. Since his term of office
is just off to a beginning, he has a
wonderful opportunity before him to
achieve a record for good government that will command the support
of the people of Kentucky and draw
the attention of the nation.
An outstanding straight-forward
administration as Governor Chandler
is capable of giving Kentucky will be
the strongest factor in building prestige to carry him to a higher post in
public life in years hence.
—Kentucky Standard, Bardstown
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Editors Can Govern
Newspaper Policies
"Do not believe anything you read
utterly
in the newspapers. They are
editorial
the
Read
untrustworthy.
page and you will know what you
will find , in the news columns. The
two always support one another. Their
lying is shameless and colossal."
quotation re, We ran across that
cently and were shocked to find that
written by
it was taken from a letter
Woodrow Wilson when he was President of the United States. We had
known that President Wilson was
but
often not happy with the press,
we didn't know that any American
President, at least in recent years, held
expressthe disrespect for newspapers
statement.
that
ed in
We bring Mr. Wilson's statement
up at this late date because it was recently quoted in Labor, organ of 15
railroad organizations. That publication didn't agree entirely — it thought
there were "exceptions."
But the fact that this denunciation
was revived — and that some groups
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FROM THE FILES:—

meet the threat of radioactive fallout,
either by taking shelter or evacuating.
Again civil defense can show us how
to prepare.
Another task is to prepare to care
for the people evacuated from target
cities. They will help to care for themselves too. And together, we can work
to put America quickly back on its
feet, to fight back and win. By helping evacuees, we'll be helping ourselves. Sumival ,depends on this complete cooperation.
We'll also have to be ready to help
in the attacked cities — to save lives
and salvage as much of America's resources as possible. Our help will be
vitally necessary to the nation's survival.
Some of us should be trained as
rescue crews, some as fire fighters,
first aid teams, others as auxiliary
policemen, emergency vehicle crews.
Civil defense is ready to help us get
this training now. It's double-barreled
training too. It can be mighty important to taking care of our families and
property.
These facts cannot be denied:
We're on the potential battle fronts,
right along with the big cities. The
enemy can attack our nation, hard
and horribly. We can survive, recover,
fight back to win — if we are prepared. Civil defense is that prepardness.
It is up to us as individuals, and to
the community as a whole, to make
our civil defense organization strong
enough to insure our survival.
still look upon the press with high
suspicion — points to the necessity
for editors continually to do their utmost to prove that this accusation isn't
80.

No individual editor can be his
brother's keeper — but he can vigilantly govern the policies of his own
newspaper so that readers of all categories will feel that, so far as their
own hometown newspaper is concerned, news is handled with the utmost
fairness to all concerned.
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Don't Be Ashamed
Of Dirty riands
By John C. Cort, Labor Relations
Expert
A YOUNG WOMAN met her girlfriend on the street and said to her,
"Congratulations, I hear you're engaged."
(Author's Note: It is not considered good form for a man to congratulate a woman on catching another
man, but women are more realistic.)
THE GIRL-FRIEND replied, "No,
we broke it off. He lied to me. He
told me he was a bricklayer when all
the time he was only a bank president."
Union bricklayers make good money, when they work -- maybe even
more per hour than one of the lowerpaid bank presidents.
BUT BASICALLY, this story is not
true to life. For any red-blooded
American girl would rather starve to
death with a bank president than live
in luxury with a mere bricklayer.
Why? Because the average American, male or female, looks upon mainusl labor as something just a bit

Around the turn of the century the banjo came to typify
scores of roving minstrel shows.
"In a clever performer's hands
the banjo seems capable of doing everything—bells chime, watt is ripple, birds sing," one enthusiast declared.
Regard for the banjo has
never dampened in the mountains of Kentucky, Virginia and
Carolinas Generations of fathers have taught sons to strum
away, thus preserving treasured
folk songs.
When the English explorer Sir
Ernest Henry Shackleton's ship
was crushed in Antarctic ice
during voyages begun in 1914.
he rescued • banjo, calling it a
"vital mental medicine." During
banjo serenades, even penguins
had seemed to enjoy spirituals,
Irish jigs and the popular song,
"It's a Long Way to Tipperary"

tat

TURNING BACK THE CLOCK —

September 18, 1931
The 1931-32 session of Fulton
city schools opened last 'Monday with a large enrollment
Last week Supt. J 0. Lewis
meet with the principals to perfect plans for the opening
The high school faculty is as
as follows: W. L. Holland, principal and mathematic; Mrs. Trevor Whayne, science and mathematics; Miss Mary Royster, English; Miss Marian Wright, English and librarian; Miss Mary
Martin, history; Miss Sara Citron Smith, Latin and French;
Mrs. Ethel Butterworth, commercial; Miss Gladys McMinn,
home science; Mr. Uel Killebrew, Manual arts
Junior High: C. M Whalen,
principal and science; Miss Lucy
Rennick,
mathematics,
Miss
Pauline
Thompson,
social
science; Mrs. Hugh Pigue, English; Miss Claratta Lewis, English and health.
Carr Institute: Miss Let. Ella
Lowe, fifth grade; Miss Elizabeth Butt, fourth and fifth, Miss
Avandelle
Green, third
and
fourth; Miss Fern Snow, third;
Mrs. Elizabeth Payne, second,
Miss Louise Binford, first and
second; Miss Fannie Lee Nix,
first.

How Christian
Science Heals
"OVERCOMING CHRONIC
ABSENCE FROM WORK"
WTUL (1.2111 ago Ilesereay 1. aas.
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of an old stove!
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Mr S S Thomas of Waverly.
Tenn.. is now in charge of the
local store ir Crawford -Gat lin,
Inc., succeeding J C Wiggins,
who recently resigned after several years as manager of the
store here: Mr. Thomas comes
highly recommended as a merechant and will continue to render the same high-grade service that Mr. Wiggins did
Miss Florence Martin Bradford of this city was awarded
two first prizes and two second
prizes on art work at the Gibson County Fair in Trenton last
week. This Fulton girl is a very
talented artist, and many friends
will be interested in this newes

iers from service in England.
where the instrument's popularity has persisted.
Needed: More Musk
Banjo playing's strong comeback is reflected in the number
of skilled performances heard on
television, radio, and juke boxes. Enthusiasm has outdistanced
music scored especially for the
banjo.
The South, where post-Word
War II New Orleans jazz helped
to revive the banjo, remains the
largest market for new instruments Interest, however, is nationwide arnaing both professionals and amateurs. Members
of Yale University banjo clubs
of the 1920's recently enlivened
a music festival there with the
songs of their college days.
Banjos vary widely in quell-

shameful. Did you ever ask a man what his job was and
see him wince a little with embarrassment as he told you
it was some dirty-collar work like truck-driving or boilermaking or plumbing?
IN THE ANCIENT world manual labor was performed
mostly by slaves and was regarded with contempt and
disgust by men of free birth.
But then came Jesus Christ, the Son of God. In direct
contradiction of the prejudice of His time, He took upon
Himself the lot of a manual worker, "poor and in labor
from his youth."
IT WAS FOR THIS reason, among others, that the
proud Pharisees could be the Messiah — uneducated,
hard-handed, and obviously no gentleman, as they understood the word.
And we too, when we face up to it, also find it hard
to understand. We cannot see that Christ chose the mean
estate of a carpenter to teach us that all work that is
honest and good — whether white-collar, blue-collar or no
collar at all
shares in the nobility and the divinity of
God's work of creation.
DON'T GET the wrong idea. This doesn't mean that all
work should be a delight and a pleasure. Life in this
world being what it is — neither heaven nor hell, but
something of both — no job will be entirely free of drudgery and boredom and pain.
_
The important thing to remember, as we celebrated
Labor Day once again, is this: if its decent work we should
be proud of it because God Himself has sanctified it,
once and for all, by his own example in that carpenter
shop at Nazareth.

•
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Mrs. Jake Huddleston delightfully entertained the members
of the Sarah Dean Sunday School
class of the First Christian
Church Saturday afternoon at
her home on Eddings street with
3 tea, complimenting Mrs J M
Culver of Bartlesville, Okla.,
Mrs. Smoot Morris of Louisville,
Ky., and Mrs S W. Brown of
New Albany. Ind . former members of this class for many years.
Mrs Huddleston's home was
beautifully decorated with an
abundance of cut flowers

BANJO PLAYING MAKES
AN AMERICAN COMEBACK
For millions of melody-minded Americans — particularly
those with a nostalgic flair —
banjos are strumming full tilt
again.
The
rhythmic
instrument's
sudden popularity reverses a
period of nearly three decades of
eclipse. During the "jazz agpof the 1920's the banjo energetic
sound set the pace for poular
music. Then, under a change of
musical patterns, banjos gave
way to the guitar, a quieter
member of the same family.
Several influences may account for the banjo's resurgence,
among them a growing interest
in folk music and square dancing. the National Georgraphic
Society says. Moreover, a liking
for banjo music was brought
home by many American • sold-

•

Thabe Is WTUL ter Meal mews

"It's ideid, Henry! Can't you just see us doing it ,,ver
into a Victorian how.:."

It Is Duty Of Every Citizen To Volunteer
For Work In Community's Civilian Defense
President Eisenhower's proclamation of September 9-16 as National
Civil Defense Week focuses attention
on civil defense in our own community.
No one likes to think of atomic attacks,on America by a ruthless enemy,
about cities blasted into roaring infernos, or about millions of evacuated
people streaming into the rural country side.
Because it isn't the kind of thing
we like to think about many of us
refuse to think about it. "It isn't
possible." Or, if it is possible, "We
can't hope to survive." This is the
kind of reasoning that spells defeat,
even before attack.
You wouldn't stand by while your
barn was burning. If you could save
even half of it, you'd work to save
half. We can't stand by in our community today, because the threat of
enemy attack is real and there is
something we can do about it.
We can plan now, prepare now to
work together for our common survival. The organization for that planning is Civil Defense.
The enemy has nuclear weapons
and the means to throw them against
America. When he is ready to attack,
he won't wait. Why should we? Let's
get ready.
Our first job is to learn how to take
care of ourselves and our families in
any emergency. Civil defense can help
us with that.
Our second job is to be ready to

by Meeetters

ty and price Some designed for
the stage flash with gold-plated
parts, carved inlays and gleaming stones. But thcre is the essential sameness of a round
body, long neck and drumhead
to amplify the sound
Crude forms of the early banjo were introduced into North
America from West Africa, as
adaptations of a guitarlike instrument played by the Arabs.
In the mid-I9th century, a
native of Banjoemas, Java, produced a new version of the instrument by covering a cheesebox with goatskin and attaching a handle and s.iolin strings.
The modern name comes from
the first two syliablies of his
town, some say.
Early Americans delighted in
the banjo's "folksy" sound and
its versatility in rhythm and
and
melody.
The
"clinks"
"whangs" resounded at picnics
and barn dances and often raised
frontiersmen's spirits
Banjoist Joe Sweeney accompanied the singing Confederate
cavalryman, Jeb Stuart Sweeney is credited With making banjos from sugar gourds, cat hides
and mule's tail hairs.
Minstrel Musk Maker
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no soot or smudge when you cook electriThere's
cally. Walls, curtains and pans stay brighter—
helping to make your housework lighter. Electric
heat is clean as electric light It's "white glove" clean
Start enjoying cooking the clean modern way Buy
an electric range from your dealer now!

WIRE FOR
MODERN LIVING

C
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey rrields •
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E Jones
and children left Thursday for
their home in Akron, Ohio, after spending their vacation with
Mathis, this silliage, and the
Jones relatives.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter improves

LATEST RECORDS
leadin.: Brand,
Popular Reitilous, 11111‘hilly. Rhithm. Blues
in

CITY ELECTRIC
205 (ronno•rvial

RUPTURF

Meal news

tan
HRON lc
WORK"
LS a..

Phone 401

IT'S HERE
The Sensational Now Invention
Suthertand's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —,
No Odors
Appi(reed by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
408 lake St.

Fulton,

at her home near here having
been a victim of rheumatism for
several months.' She is undergoing treatments from Dr. Newell S. Doron N.M.D.'Dukedom.
Rev. Dempsey Henderson pasJor of New
Salem Baptist
Church is conducting a series of
meetings at Dukedom, under
tent nightly at 7:45. The Rev
ephard of Water Valley,
Roy
rue Sams Fulton are
and
conductm
the -singing. Public
Is invited.
.
• Through a drive- over Labor
Day weekend, this writer observes that a fine crop of milo
maize is nearing maturity. On
the farms of Lee Peery, Million
Nelson, Gilbert Roberts, there is
quite an acreage which will be
stored for winter feeding of
their herds. Many other in this
section and troller District No. 1
the crop has come to the front
again.
as
Mr. Harold rob•rts has returned home from California and
the West Coast • after several
u!eeks of sightseeing.
Mrs. Nora Vincent is reported not so well for the past week.
The cutting and housing of
tobacco is in full 'sway now.
Some of dark-fired is already
housed and curing has begun on
dark-fired The farmers are tak-

ore!
GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOR COMPANY
For a demonstratfon of the new 1956 PONTIAC
call Molly King at 1257 or 8).
Office, 115 Carr
Used Cars, 101 W. State Line

THESE WOMEN!
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By crAleasio

Happy Birthday: Sept. 7: Ann
Read Holland, A. J. Damron,
Betty Lou Davis, Betty Boyd
and

made

juice for her this

week. She wants to express her

Bennett, Mrs. Laura Hagler; I have always thought the acSept. 8: Mary Barham, Mary tions of men the best interpretAnn Hill, Mrs. Edgar Grissom, ers of their thoughts.
u nn Locke
Mrs. E. McKinnon; Sept.
Mary Davis Dicken, Mrs. Charles
Reams, William Johnson, Lena
McKeen, Louise Houston, Mrs
Will Gossum; Sept. 10: Nona B.
Netherland, Serena Elliott, Joe
.
Q
Barnes, Dickie Strong;• Sept.'it';
Lucy Anderson, Bess Gouider,
Dorothea Shields; Sept. 12: Willa Kay Bennett, Mrs. Louis
Weaks, Helen Croft Reed. Sept.
13: Judith Carol Merryman.

wing
Trouble

thanks to them.
Mrs.
cf
Hodges
mother of Mrs. Smithmyer of
Cayce and Mrs. Mabel Lawson
of Fulton passed away late Friday afternoon at her home in Tune to WPTL For Local News
Hickman. The funeral was at
Finding a
the West Hickman Methodist
iChurch Saturday afternoon with
to match your rug?
burial in the Hickman cemetery.
Several of the Cayce friends atWe have just the color you want
tended her funeral.
In our wide and wonderful selection of hundreds of exciting,
Mr. and Mrs. Darnon Vick and
new Maestro Colors.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowery of
St. Louis, Mo. are spending the
We'll customs-mix year colors
with relatives and likisc.
holidays
tor yos Is MantaIS.
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson aro
rTleyrtinuirnt,..%......,-b ....
attending the bedside of his
FULTON PAINT &
444'
aw
nddo
Evk
asny
grandfather in a hospital in '°
GLASS CO.
yuu REALLY loved me, you wouldn't list me on your
Paducah, Ky.
Mrs. Dorothy Adams of Chi- BENNETT ELECTRIC Church
ex, -,:se sccount1"
Fulton
Street
euito•
211 %1.4in
cago, Ill, is. spending the holidays with her parents, Mr. and
ing good care of curing and no
Mrs. A. Simpson and her.daughfancy
they
will
a
be
paid
doubt
CAYCE
ter, Helen "Kay. She also visited
price for this weed.
her sister, Mary Ann, who is in
WHY DELAY TV
Mr. and Mrs Lincoln Gimmi.:1
the Fulton Hospital.
Ann
Simpson
Mary
Miss
is
imand children, Paducah, Ky. visMr.
and Mrs. Malcolm Inman
REPAIRS?
ited parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. W. proving in the Fulton Hospital and Miss Myrtle Burnette were
Westbrook here on Labor Day. after having an appendectomy Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
Mr. J. T. Puckett has recently operation.
Why try to watch a TV
Daisie Bondurant and Clarice.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Johnson
been employed in Evansville,
Mr. and Mrs. Hulan Fuqua of
of
Aubuchon
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Ind. as a welder and spent the
set that is dim, distorted,
Memphis, Tenn., and Misses
weekend here with his family, St. Louis, Mo. are spending the Clara McMurry and Betty Lacy
out of focus, when a
Mrs Puckett and Paula in Duke- Labor Day holidays with Mi. were Sunday guests of Mr. and
and Mrs. Guy Johnson.
dom.
Mrs. Gentry Harris and Brenda.
phone call to us will
Mr and Mrs. Earl Johnson of
Los Angeles, Calif are visiting
bring expert service in
II-fearing Aid Batteries
Mrs Alner Campbell.
hurry!
a
Mesdames
James
and
J.
C.
News
Complete
Menees shopped in Union City For all make% of Line
hearing aids!
Friday.
From
Visit our Hearing Aid DepartMrs. Elmer Ialiser is slowly
nem at your first opportunity.
improving.
The
Mrs. Cliff Wade and Mrs
CITY DRUG CO.
FULTON
306 MAIN STREET
PHONE 307
Turner Pursell, two of her
tos Lake Street
Phone 70
neighbors canned her tomatoes

PAINT

I

ROPER TELEVISION

TELEPHONE FOLKS

to

SPEA
S
Gtote Gppte, atm
VINEGAR

Tangy! Mellow
Golden-Rich!
AT STORES
EVERYWHERE

TRY SPRAS VINEGAR TODAY

She can bake a better pie

Visitors in the home of Mr.
and Mrs Nathan Forrest last
week were Mr and Mrs. Harold
Morgan, children, Jimmy, Bobby and Connie of Memphis, and
Mr and Mrs. James Morgan of
Bakersfield. Calif
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Roy Boundrant and son Timmy attended
the beautiful wedding of Miss
Charlotte Lambert and Don
Moseley in Louisville last week
end.
Mary Ann and Ray Williams
spent an enjoyable vacation in
Florida last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hawks,
Sue and Virginia Forrest took
Jane Thompson to Memphis
Tuesday night where she boarded a plane for Germany where
she will join her husband, Johnny Thompson. She is the former
Jane Hawks daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Hawks.
Mr C A. Jackstaa, paternal
grandfather of Ray Jackson is
critically ill in the Riverside
Hospital in Paducah.
Margaret Walker and Norma
Wilson became 'bachelor girls.
as of Monday night They are
living in the Rudd Aptss on
Arch Street.
See you next week
CARMA JACKSON

Mix Your Own Poultry and Livestock Feeds

FROM "LIFE IN THESE
UNITED STATES
I was lunching at a drugstore
counter, writes a contributor to
Reader's Digest, when a handsome young couple entered and
took the only vacant seats - - on
either side of me. I offered to
change seats so they might sit
together The young man protested against my gallantry, but
I waved him to silence When
the shift had been made, the
young man announced loudly to
the young lady: "Now that the
seating arrangements suit this
kIrntlernan, we might as well
make him really happy and get
acquainted."
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RIGHT ON YOUR OWN FARM
-•

No more must you load your grains on your truck,

Your own home-grown ingredients—anything

drive into the mill, unload, wait, reload, drive

from corn cobs to hay—are ground, mixed with

back and unload your mixed formula feeds. The
needed Dixie concentrates and blended with

91Per

With a handy

Kitchen Phone

whole job can be done right on your own farm
with our new Dixie Mill-on-Wheels. We bring
the mill to you and do the whole job quickly,

Super'
Kem-Tons

nearby

easily

and economically.

Wet& Ono and again! You
met mar the matchless
beauty of thb de kros latoz
wall paint
Gorman salon. $
Ready to use. Rosy
oat
to apply. One gallon
doe. th• •verag• 1
:=
1
roans at as*
wit kola
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ant it.

FULTON MOBILE
MILLING tOMPANY

589

few cents a day, plus installation

charge.
To Order, Call Our Business Office

Southern Bell Teleption0
and Tologroph Company

%% here you

corn right from crib for grinding and mixing.

where you spend so much time.
Select yours now from attractive
decorator colors. Costs only a

•

recommended formulas and stored how and

Our Mobile Mill has a corn sheller, and we can shell your

mill Ic a better one
Good iol..
with a kitchen phone to save steps

NY

sweet, liquid molasses to your specifications or

Exchange Furniture

•

Phone 35

4 lt,=d
--41111
0
114

op

Co.

Church St.

Fulton, Ky.
BETTER FEEDS

E. State Line

Phone 808
BETTER FEEDS
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DEATHS

UTMB Axinounces
Pigskin Schedule

Democrats Unite For Fall Campaign

Democratic leaders dre mov- the interest of electing all the
Definite dates for visits to started canipaign visits over the
ing speedily this week in Ken- Democratic nominees in No- Kentucky by Stevenson and Ke- state. Senator Clements introSunday when the Rev. H. E.
tucky to produce a unified-cam- vember."
fauver have not been deter- duced Governor Clement at the
Russell preached words of, comMRS. PAULINE YATES
paign for both the natioral and
As evidence of this, Young mined. Young said, but efforts eastern Kentucky rally, and then
fort to the family of Mrs.
STEMMER
state tickets of party nominees, pointed to the fact that Gover- will be made to bring them into continued
the following
on
Scruggs and a eulogy for the
schedule for the week: Tuesday
deceased, he did so with obvious
Funeral services were held following an agreement at last nor A. B. Chandler made a strong the state at least twice.
Other nationally known Dem- —Henry and Owen Counties;
humility for he knew his par- Monday afternoon, Sept. 3, at 4, week's conference in Knoxville statement for the entire ticket—
ishoner well. For sincere humili- at the
Crutchfield Methodist that this will be done, Wm. A. including Stevenson and Ke- ocratic figures will make speak- Wednesday—Hart son and Robty was a characteristic Mrs. Church, for Mrs. Pauline Yates Young, - state campaign chair- fauver and Earle C. Clements ing appearances in Kentucky ertson Counties; Thursday -and Lawrence W. Wetherby, the during the campaign. This aspect Nicholas and Bourbon Counties
Scruggs possessed.
Strother, who died Saturday af- man, announced today.
Wetherby spent Labor Day in
Both Adlai Stevenson and Es- Democratic nominees for the of the campaign actually got unThe mounds of beautiful blos- ternoon at 4, at Fulton Hospisoms that embanked the altar of tal, after a lengthy illness. The tes Kefauver, the Democratic U. S. Senate — in a speech at der way this week with the La- St. Matthews. His schedule fur
the church were mute testimony Rev. Elton Baker, assisted by the nominees for President and Vice Ludlow last week. And at the bor Day speech by Tennessee the remainder of the week inof the esteem in which Mrs. Rev. J. F. McMinn, officiated. President, indicated a keen in- Knoville coiference, Senator Governor Frank Clement, the cluded: Tuesday—Bath and RoScruggs was helti by her com- Burial, under direction of Whit- trest in the situation in Ken- Robert Humphreys attended not Democratic national convention wan Counties; Wedpesday -Counties;
Carter
and
munity.
nel Funeral Home, was in Rock tucky, and agreed that they will only as chairman of the Aide keynoter. at a mammoth rally Boyd
ceme to this state during the Democratic executive committee sponsored by the CMW in east- Thursday—Greenup and Lewis
Her death leaves a hard to fill Spring Cemetery.
Counties.
niche in the hearts of her friends
Mrs. Strother, who was man- campaign to wage active drives but alsoas the official represent- ern Kentucky at Allen.
"In addition to indicating un
Governor Clement has agreed
and family.
ager of the Blue Valley Cream for the entire ticket, Young said. ative of Governor Chandler.
"The Democratic leaders of • Further evidence of unity was that he will make other stieeChz- ity within the Democratic parShe is survived by two sisters, Station in Fulton for a number
Mrs. W. H. McGee of Vicksburg, of years. She was born in Graves the southwestern states who at- the announcement that Charles es in Kentucky. Young said, but ty. the Knoxville conference also
Miss., and Miss May Paschall County. Ky., Nov. 5, 1911, the tended the conference last week M. Blackburn. strong supporter specific dates and places have revealed that there gis national
interest in the outcome of the
Bennett of Fulton, one brother, daughter of Jim and Ida Melton at Knoxville were in complete of Chandler last year and state not been fixed.
Plans for the official opening senatorial contests in Kentucky,"
Joe Bennett Jr. of Fulton, a son. Yates. She was a member of the agreement that Democrats are campagn chairman for Joe B.
Billy Scruggs of Chicago, three First
Methodist
Church
in more united behind the ticket in Bates in the primary against of the Democratic campaign in Young said. "This is because
the South than they have .been Senator -Clements. will serve as the state have not been complet- both Senate seats aril at stake,
grandchildren, Deborah
Ann, Crutchfield.
Billy Joe. and Larry Cuthbert • Mrs. Strother leaves her hus- in years," Young continued. co-chairman of veterans for the ed. BLit it will be the latter.part and the Democratic party can
Scruggs of Chicago, and one band, Hollis Strother, her moth- "This evidence of unity includes Democratic campaign with Ros- of September. the state chair- Isise control of the Senate if
nephew, Joe Follis Bennett of er, Mrs. Ida Yates of Crutchfield; Kentucky, where factional dif- coe Murray, Clements' veterans man said. Meanwhile, the party even one of the seats is lost to
nominees for the Senate have the Republicans."
Fulton.
four sisters, Mrs. Gene Howard, ferences are being put aside in chairman in the primary.
The body remained at the her twin, of Crutchfield, Mrs. C.
Whitnel Funeral Home until A. Turner of Crutchfield, Mrs.
consideration to reopening acreWalter Weaver
the time of the funeral services Gilbert Turner of Detroit, and
age reserve phase of soil bank to
which were held at four o'clock Mrs. Charles Thompson of DeWalter Weaver, a farmer
allow farmers with tobacco damSunday afternoon. Mr. George troit.
aged by hail to still participate
of near Water Valley died
Huddleston, organist of Christ
Si soil bank provisions up to the
at his home Tuesday mornChurch, New Brunswick, N. J.,
time of harvest.' the telegram
C.
ing
F.
at
7,
year's
after
CLOYS
illa
•
a close friend of the family was
said
was
66.
He
•
ness.
Adlai
eating
hamburgand
to
shelves
close
ing
The
women
at the organ.
Funeral services for C. F.
Mr. Weaver was born in Stevenson are two, a dignified, er meat "because it's cheap"
Active pallbearers were Har- Cloys were held Tuesday at the
The young Stevensons were
.-vey Caldwell, Joe Davis, Ernest Chapel Hill Church with Broth- Houston County, Tenn., on graying sister called "Buffie"
and a 21-year-old daughter-in- married in Louisville, Ky, NanFall Jr., Frank Beadles, Leslie er Oliver Cunningham, pastor of March 8, 1889.
cy's home, three weeks after she
Nancy.
Weaks. Fred Gibson, Dudley the Central Church of Christ,
He was a member of the law,
Nancy, short-haired
blonde was graduated from Smith colMorris, Bob White, Dr. R. W. officiating. Burial was in the
Jehovah's Witness Church wife of Adlai Stevenson. Jr., ex- lege An 1955. She is the daughter
Bushart and Harry Murphy.
church cemetery with W. W.
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
pects a baby in early November. of Mr. and Mrs. Warwick AnHonorary pallbearer? were Jones and Sons Funeral Home in Fulton.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. It will be the former ILlinois derson of Louisville.
the members of the Fulton Ro- in charge.
Hudson Weaver; governor's first grandchild.
tary Club.
Mr.' Cloys was born in Callo- Nannie
Both Nancy and Mrs. Elizaway County, Ky. June 27, 1873. two sons, Luther and GeoRelief Asked For
* Robbery Suspects
He was 83. He was married to rge Weaver, both of Water beth "Buffie" Ives are here,
Vail Come
Amanda Stone and to this union Valley; five daughters, Mrs. ready, they said, to do anything Damaged Tobacor)
Everybody
Welcome
booming
the
they
kelp
cotald
ta
(Continued from Page 1)
six children were born. Four Finis Klutts of Water ValSecretary Benson was urged
Stevenson campaign for the
children
and
his wife preceeded ley, Mrs. Charlie Reilly of.
Paducah last February 4 and
Democratic presidential romina- today to permit farmers to place
FRI SAT .fil'N
him in death.
stole more than $1,000 worth of
Water
Valley.
hail-damaged tobacco in the soil
Mrs.
Raytion.
Mr.
Cloys
dield
Monday
morn2-COLOR HITS
narcotics.
mond Clark of Fulton, Mrs. Should the man she calls bank up to the time of harvest.
Alexander also is charged with ing, Sept. 3, at the Obion County Raymond Melton of Granite "Guy" get to the White House,
The executive secretary of. the
Susan Hay ward
tiansportation of a stolen truck General Hospital after a short
Kentucky Farm Bureau FederRobert Preston
Nancy
an
said
interview
in
she
City,
Ill.,
and
Miss
Verline
illness.
He
seas
an
active
farmacross state lines. When taken
and young "Ad," 24, wouldn't ation, John W. Koon, asked the
into custody he was driving a er, at his, frn near Fulton. un- Weaver who lives at home: move in with him. "We want our secretary of agheulture for this
"TULSA"
several grandchildren and
truck reported stolen in South til his illiT ss.
a telegram
own house, even if it's a tiny eonsicieration in
He
leaves
one
son,
Jess
Cloys,
great
one
grandchild.
Fulton just across the state line
Tuesday.
1.0 3n
apartment."
of Fulton; and one stepson, Bob
from where he was arrested.
The Farm Bureau pointed out
Funeral arrangements are
Also Faldh. Dean and
Mrs. Ives,' 59. said she would
Smith
of
Kirksey,
Ky.,
one
It is understood, too, that warincomplete. Burial will be serve as official hostess at the that participation in thy soil
Lash La Rue in
rants for the men are being pre- daughter, Mrs. James Legate., of
bank has "been very encouragMayfield;
one
stepdaughter, Mrs. in the Water Valley Ceme- White House if her brother asked ing " The telegram said
pared in other Kentucky and
that
hail
her,
decision
but
the
was
up
to
tery.
The
body
is
at
the
Tennessee towns charging the Claud Sullivan, Mayfield; sevstorms in recent days have been
him.
men with breaking into drug enteen grand -children and 30 family residence. Jackson
extremely damaging to numerMrs. Ives was Stevenson's ofgreat grand-children. One broth- Brothers Funeral Home of
stores.
ous tobacco crops in the state
ficial
hostess
when
he
er,
was
govCharlie
Mon. Nit. — Colored Only
Cloys,
of
Colewater,
Dukedom will be in charge
Alexander was described by
-We urgently request you give
eraor of Illinois and after he and
officers as being a "narcotics Ky
of arrangements.
Mrs. Ellen Borden Stevenson
addict."
were divorced in 1949.
MRS. ETHEL BROWDER
— INTERMEDIATES OF SOUTH
Mrs- Ives is the wife of a re* Holiday Traffic
Mrs. Ethel Browder, 60, died FULTON BAPTIST CHURCH
tired career diplomat Ernest
Sunday afternoon at her home HAS PICNIC, SKATING PARTY Lives and has had extensive ex(Continued from Page 1)
west of Fulton. She had been
There was much fun and fel- perience in entertaining B.•f..re
Dyersburg, and from 4 to 9:30 ill for several months.
lowship
Tuesday night as the In- her husband retired in 1930. the
Funeral services were held
p.m. on Highway 51 between
termediates of the First Baptist two lived in Copenhagen, StockTuesday
afternoon
Union City and Fulton.
at 3:00 at the
Church of South Fulton met for holm. Belfast and Pretoria. South
The arrested motorists in the Palestine Methodist Church with
a picnic in the back yard of Africa.
Obio county area, not including Rev. Lowell Council officiating.
Mrs. Ives knows Washington,
Martha Weeks on Central Ave.
South Fulton, were brought be- Burial was in the church cemeA picnic supper of sandwich- too. She made her debut there
fore Justice of the Peace Walter tery under the direction of
es, cold drinks and cookies was when her father was special asR. Philips of Union City who Hornbeak Funeral Home.
sistant to Secretary of the Navy
Mrs. Browder was a member enjoyed by all.
processed the cases that the
As this was . the last social Josephus Daniels.
of
the
Palestine
motorists might proceed to their
Methodist gathering
for the department
The young Adlai Stevensons
destinations without undue de- Church and very active in
church and Homemakers Club before several of its members are staying this summer at
lay.
leave to go to Union University, Stevenson's farm home at LibMr. Philips, holding court in work.
She is survived by her hus- Jackson, Tenn, a gift was pre- ertyville, Ill , 40 miles from Chithe sheriff's office at the county
sented in love and appreciation cago.
courthouse, heard 136 cases from band, two sons, Lew.s Browder,
to the following, Hoyt Wilson. In the fall. young Adlai will re1:30 to 7:30 a.m. Saturday and Chicago, and Lynn Browder,
Kenneth 'Alexande and Bobby turn to his last year of law study
Fulton;
her
mother,
from 6 to 9:30 p.m. Monday.
Mrs. Newton.
at Harvard. There, the young
Mr. Philips, alone, imposed George H. Woodrow, Clinton;
After the picnic tle Depart- Stevensons have an apartment
two brothers, Thon.as Woodfines totaling $2450.
row, Clinton, and Robert Wood- ment with teachers an'slojacers where the dining room is going
rcw, Tullahoma, Tenn.; three attended the skating rink at to be the nursery, too.
PERSONALS
Mayfield, Ky. There were 40
Nancy told reporters a story
Mr and Mrs. Glenn Under- sisters, Mrs. Thelma 'Naylor,
members and visitors present of a young couple having fun
Finger,
their
to
returned
Tenn.;
wood have
Mrs.
Hattie for the occasion.
painting their apartment, buildtome in Harvey. Illinois after a Browder, Pensacola, Fla., and
two weeks pisit with relatives Mrs. Gertrude Wilkes, Waynesin Fuln,n and Union City, Tenn. boro, Va.
They were accompanied home
Open 12:Noon on Sat.
by her mother, Mrs. Pauline
visit.
a
for
Kindred
Great actions
speak great
B-I-G Double Feature ! !
minds.—John Fletcher.
Fair
Plan to attend' yaw State
Thought is the seed of action;
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
from September 7-15 at the new but action is as much its second form as thought is its first.
Fair and ExpositiarCenter. Blade In His Hand-Blood
—Emerson
_
In His Eyes-Capt. Wyatt

Suffie, Nancy Are Women
Closest To Adlai Stevenson

The
UTMli
Vols football
schedule is near completion. The
schedule, as released this week
by Head Coach James Henson,
shows seven games listed with
the possibility of one more being
added.
The Vols will play four games
at home this season They will
open at home September 29
against Baylor School at Chatta•
nooga Other home gamos will
be with Columbia Military Acad.
emy, Tennessee Wesleyan, and
Memphis State Bees.
The Homecoming game well
be played Saturday afternoon,
October 27, against Tennessee
Wesleyan. All other games are
scheduled for night.
The schedule, is as follows:
Sept 29—Baylor Schoo Martin; Oct. 5—NE Miss. J
College, There; Oct. 13—Col rnbia
Military Academy, Martin; Oct
20 — NW Miss. Jr. College.
There; Oct. 27- Tennessee Wesleyan (Homecoming), siiiriin •
Nov
l—itemphis State "B"
Martin; Nov. -10—Open: Nov. I;
Memppla •Navy. There
f
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TONIGHT and THURSDAY
6 40 - 9 40 -- Eve Arden
OUR MISS BROOKS
% Also at 8 20 Only
MAGNIFICENT
ROUGHNECKS
Mickey Rooney
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Randolph Scott
SEVEN MEN FROM NOW
in Blazing Color
--Plus THE ATOMIC MAN
Gene Nelson
SUNDAY - MON. - TUTS
John Wayne
Susan Hayward
THE CONQUEROR

A

BENNETT SPORTS CENTER
and WESTINGHOUSE offers
You This Amazing Value

F.. Si

1

Swamp Fighter - See
GARY COOPER - IN

f

AIR CONDITIONED

Nam

LAST THREE DAYS
THUR.-FRI. - SAT.

SUNDAY - MONDAY
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
Victor Mature
Janet Leigh
in

SAFARI
and Out Wave
(Color Short)

"DISTAN't DRUMS"

MOVIES
FITLTON-MARTIN
H1WAY, 45 E.

ALSO: Cat That Hated People (Color Cartoon)
'
,
mow.

THURS. - FRI.—SEPT. 6-7
TOY TIGER
Tim Hovey - Jeff Chandler
(In Color)
—Plus-SINS OF BORGIAS
Martin Carrol
(In Color)

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY
Every Unforgettable Character Every Pulse
Pounding Moment of the Great Best Seller !

SATURDAY--SEPT. 8
TREASURE OF
PANCHO VILLA
Rory Calhoun -Shelley Winters
—Plus—
HOLD BACK TOMORROW
Cleo Moore -John Agar
SUN. - MON.—SEPT. 9-10
MR. ROBERTS
(In Color)
Henry Fonda -James Cagney
—Plus—
BIRDS AND THE BEES
George Gotiel - Mitzie Gaynor
TUES - WED.—SEPT 11-12
ANIMAL WORLD
Animal Life On The Planet Earth
Phis23 PACES TO BAKER STREET
Van johri,,on Vf.I a Mlles

TECHNICOLOR .VISTAVISION

Big 9.1 Cu Ft REFRIGERATOR
REGULAR $239.95 VALUE
Now Only
with Trade-in
$

95
99

1114.1.811

JEFF CHANDLER • GEORGE NADER • JULIE ADAMS • LEI( BARKER
ami mos • ham loom cr lit110111Y • MUM long • cows *am
ikilfTlIf

we P.M WM

• A unrEftyt iNTERIIATIONAL KIM

Also Latest News & Get Lost (color cartoon
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readiness to harvest corn.
Page 5 The Fulton News Thursday Sept. 6, 1956
He had a self-propelled machine that picks two rows of
quickly converted to harvest difficulty that the small farmcorn at a time, shucks and shells
grain with the same effic- ers will have in competing with
small
it, and puts it in a large bin
large farmers in enterprises that
iency as it harvests corn.
mechanically
is
it
which
from
A
THE
TIMES.
OF
SIGNS
Three things impressed me can be done with mechanical
matter
a
in
truck
a
to
on
loaded
few days ago I was again imthis change from man- power. Thus, it seems that if he
•of seconds. With this machine a with
pressed with the change that's man can harvest and shell powered to machine-powered is to survivte, the small Kenfarmer will have to spetaking place in Kentucky's ag- 'around 20 acre4' of corn a day. farming — first the large amount tucky
in crops and livestock
cialize
riculture and the impact it is He does mechanically—in sons- of capital now required to farm
which are not highly
enterprises
large
the
second,
farm.
family
sized
efficiently;
days
the
having on
utes the esaurvalent I many
number of small farmers and mechanized, such as tobacco,
I stopped by to chat with a hard „labor of cutti-,r
fruit a n d vegetables,
farmer friend in Todd County shucking, loading and shelling. farm laborers being displaced small
sheep and the like.
poultry,
the
third,
and
machinery;
in
things
with
getting
be
him
can
found
The same machine
and

The Iorlowing were patients
W., had a nice rain Friday
in the local hospitals Wednesday
night and Saturday and It has
morning
been nice and cool since then.
Jones Hospital—
The sick of our vicinity are
Mrs. Tinny ,McWhorter, Mrs.
fast.
improving
very
not
Maggie Johnson, R. D. Patrick,
Hainline
• Mr. at•I Mrs. Cart
Mrs. Violet Johnson, Mrs. Ruscalled in the Tremon Rickman
sell Daviss, Mrs. Joe Workman,
home Sunday afternoon.
P J. Bailey, Mrs. James BrockMr. and Mrs. Virgil Rowland
well all of Fulton; Mrs. Earl
of Detroit are visiting here and
Gossum, Benton, Ky.
"
this
week,
LaCenter
in
Fulton Hospital—
Mr. and Mrs.. Boyd Casey
Buen Yates, Rt: 3, Fulton; J.
Ciswere guests of Mrs Addle
C. Polk, Hickman; Mrs. Bill
ey and family Sunday afternoon.
Miss Mary
Grogan, Clinton;
Mrs Casey is ill and not getting
Ann Simpson, Cayce; Miss Betty
much better.
George Nader is a merchant ship Williams, Rt. 4, Dresden; Glenn
r
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and saipper
who become, a nasal Wiggins, Wingo; Mrs. Dennis
Joyce returned hom,..Thursday offocer on an attack transport in Maxey, Clinton; Mrs. Della Mc.•
vaa
s.ek's
after
o flast week
A se ay All Iterats!". Vrerversal- Morris, Rt. 1, Water Valley; H.
cation in the West.
International's screen adaptation H. Perce, Fulton; Mrs. L. C.
Mrs. Annie Sparks visited her of the Kenneth M. Dodson best- Logan, Fulton; Mrs. Alford
,sister, Miss*Emma Carr over eller, filmed in VistaVision and Vaughn, Rt. I, Wingo, Turney
the weekend, Rev. and Mrs I Technicolor with Jeff Chandler, Davie, Hickman; Eunice James,
dinner Nader, Julie Adams and I,ex
were Sunday
Lewis
Fulton; A. J. Lowe, Fulton; Wilguests
a• its stars — Starting letta Cunningham, Fulton; Mrs.
Arker
ta
,
PuckM's
Norman
Mr. and
smarms for 3 Big 111.1y• at the Julia Cooley, Crutchfield; Mrs.
ett. Sue arid Barbara of Lone Fulton Theatre!
W. B. Thompson, Rt. 2, Water
Oak spent Saturday night with
Valley; Luther Pickens, Rt. 2,
Mrs Puckett's dad arid sister,
Valley; Letcter Watkins,
Water
ATIVE
REPRESENT
CONTACT
Mr W L. Rowland and Allie.
Crutchfield; Mrs. W. D. HolloSEPT. 14
Mr and Ws T C. House were HERE FRIDAY.
way, Fulton; B. B. Stephenson,
guests of Mr and Mrs Boaz
Mr. B. D. Nisbet, a Contact Fulton; Mrs. Walter Green, Clin•
SonHouse and Mrs. Gardner
Representative of the Kentucky ton; Karan Phillip, Fulton; Mrs.
day.
Ex-Service ..M e n's G. C. Richardson, Fulton; Leigh DisaWed
M, and l's'• H..rry Vats.: vis- Board, will be present on Friday, man Elliott. Crutchfield Fred D.
ited in Mayfield Sunday as the Sept. 14 at the American Legion Worth, Fulton; D. N. Crockett,
guest of his brother. Willie Hall in Fulton to assist veterans Fulton; Mrs. Clarence Oliver,
Yates and family.
and their dependents with claims Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs 0. F. Taylor and for benefitts due them as a re- Haws Memorial Hospital—
RowL
Joyce visited 'a the W
sult of their military service.
Mrs. Troy Gunn, Jimmy Blair,
land home Sunday Other yeaHe will be Present from 9:00 Mrs. Charles Alexander, Milton
a.m. until 3:00 p.m.
Counce, Mrs. William Campbell,
all of Fulton; Mrs. A. C. Bell,
tors were Mr and Mrs. Ervin Dukedom; Mrs. James Haygood,
Rowland and girls, Mr. and Mrs. Rt. 5, Fulton; Carl Harrison, Rt.
Virgil Rowland and Mr. and 4, Fulton; Mrs. Ben Todd, Rt. 4,
Mrs. Ernest Rowland and Daryl. Hickman; Mrs. James Fultcher,
Mesdames Belle McNatt, Eva- Rt. 3, Union City; Mrs, L. D.
line Yates and Bertha Rickman Baker, Rt. 3, Martin; Mrs.
were guests of Mrs Julia Wil- Charles Morriss, Rt. 2, Water
liams one afternoon last week. Valley
Mr. and Mrs Bill Matthews
and Larry were the Sunday din- CRUTCHFIELD CLUB
ner guests of Mr and Mrs. Roy ELECT NEW OFFICERS
Emerson.
The Crutchfield Club met last
Miss Constance Jones visited
the
at
afternoon
in Beuton last week as the guest Tuesday
house.
of Bro. and Mrs Fred Alexan- Lodgeston community
Mrs. Neal Little gave the deder
Pennies for Friendship
votional.
RickTremon
Mrs.
and
Mr
man. Mr ane Mrs. Oliver Tay- in foreign lands were taken.
Mrs. Leroy Beard won the
lor and Joyce attended the funeral of Mrs. Hollis Strother at traveling basket.
The club elected new officers
Crutchfield Monday afternoon.
Mrs Strother passed away Sat- for the coming year
Everyone enjoyed Mrs. Auurday afternoon at the Fulton
Bondurant's book review of
brey
illweeks
several
after
Hospital
Harriett
ness We extend our sympathy "Hunters Horn" by
Arnow.
1. 1to the family.
'
Refreshments were served by
a Sunday
Mrs Maude Jonesate
dinner with Mr and Mrs A A the hostesses Mrs Clyde Corum
arid Mrs William Shehann.
ph 202 McGuire
The next meeting will be an
E. State Line
Tune to WFUL for local aewg all day meeting in October ai
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Sandwich Steaks 3sas 100
lb. 55c
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IT'S MAGIC!
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Ave.
Turkeys be SS LS.
rooming
Shrimp 1411D211111 SEM

i sr')
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Grapes 2

Tolos the Spoce•Command control box with you
onywher• in the room It answers your Went corn month. Operates your Zemth TV without cords,
wires, flashlights Or radio control waves,

111
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aa. so
Honey Dew Melons It UM
2 Lac 25
Sweet Yams warm ascam
A&P HAS EVERYTHING FROM A to Z
FOR SCHOOL WNCHES
ra:290
Meat riZzl
Luncheon
ca.uroamai
2 UM 34P
Pears RARTIXTV JAM
Loehr 200
Sandwich Bread imam
Peanut Butter GMT

.9c3*
5-1t am 69
4. 2900

Oranges C:°;NA
A 71Cr
'.'°
HD
Cauliflower °:-11TS
1
H
T5c
NATIONAL BETTER BREAKFAST dM00:3
SUPER
9
9;
: „.....;9
:-.t:
RIGHT _-___ 2.pixi
Thick Sliced Bacon
SUNNI'SROOK
A SMALL
Eggs aaAer
JUDI PAGE
Syrup NIXED=
_2
t Juice on "'NA
Grapefrui
Grape Jelly ANN PAGE
2 'it 390

(i

i

AK&

2-0Z.)
1
WHITE HOUSE ( 14/
GREEN & WHITS
14S-OZ.
CANS

2

Lima Beans
PAJUUSOUNT
OYSTER SOT
wcrpootii
BRAND

Ketchup
Paper Napkins
Oleomargarine •usz000.
Fruit Jars "ti::LIT"'
Jar Caps
Fruit Cocktail awsrsaw.
Grass Seed exiweerAsz

Sie

25•

14-0E. aft/
sarrn 47•"'

FILO.OS I Ad
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I
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Evaporated Milk 675'
LA.
'SOis-ox.
CANS 29°

790

Delicia Sugar Wafers
Apple Sauce rtl:y
Pork & Beans SULTANA

2

ZIG 111-07..
CAN

29°

NEW PACK CANNED GOODS

2 c".:11 250
2 CAMS 250

1060 Peas MUM&

Tomatoes 10111R
lone Cut Green Beans

Is

Ot
CAN 10
°

fANE PARKER GIANT SIZE

Jelly Roll

vrim EX

:kW'
Cherry Pio 'IsJANE
PANIC=
Layer Cake LIMON DRUMM

55c
•Z

'
45
IN A

MO. X

90,..

SIZE

Net

Afirrs OWN CRESTMONT

Fluff° Shortening Wulf- 354 381 974

Ice

Palmolive Soap 302% 284 2 Mt' 274
Tide Detergent pLA. 3104:7 754

Sherbet OS PINEAPPLE
Sharp Cheddar Cheese
Mild Cheddar Cheese

1/2cTGNAL
Cream FL.:VORS
ORISTMONT ORANGE

2c--Gri. 690
1
/
LS.

59°

PKG.

490

Sept. lege* New ee Sale

ROPER TV SERVICE
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*

SONATHAN ler GOLDEN DELICIOUS
ALL
PeoF.
RI
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f 3=294 2Beits31.
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... and push o button

AS LOW AS'15995

SAM TO 6 P M

otatoes{ 5O

ivory Snow

in

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

10411.
BAG
490

Ivory Soap,

SPACE COMMAND MODEL

SATURDAY
8 A M TO 8 P M

&IL 650

Oxydol Detergent A. 32'Vcr: 784

... Don't touch the receiver
... relax across the room
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NEW STORE HOURS

PETIE BIRD ROASTING

SUSSSO
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OV Lt.
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LB.

PHONE 307

pVt4. 314 NW 754
274
Spk Spam Cleaner
3 BARs 2W
Camay Seep
Bine Cheer

14-OL
PLO.

REGULAR
SIZE

Spy Siertening

"74

woman's day
INS W MAGAZIN'
42‘i Prices In This Ad Effective Through Saturday, Sept. I
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RED PLANET MARS
APPROACHES EARTH
since the perfection of the telescope, the National Georgraphic
Society reports
This observation program is
already under "way. By the end
of July two unexpected features
had been found.
Cloud and. Spat
On June 28, a cloud mass was
reported high in the Martian atmosphere extending beyond the
terminator, or sunset line, of the
planet. The observation was
We have complete stocks d made by Dr. Earl C. Slipher,
leader of the National Geographic Society — Lowell Observatory Mars Expedition in BloemSouth Africa, where
for HOME and FARM fontein,
Mars is nearly overhead in the
Machines
Southern Hemisphere's winter
BENNETT ELECTRIC skies.
Dr. Slipher has been a foreFULTON
PHONE 201
most Mars observer for more
than 50 years. He captured the
cloud mass on photographs made
through the 27-inch telescope of
Accurate
Lamont-Hussey "Observathe
WORKMANSHIP
tory.
In early July, astronomers of
At Low Cost
ry at FlagWatches, Clocks and Time the Lowell Observato
detecrea an unPieties of All Kinds Accu- staff. Arizona,
usually bright spot some 250
rately Repaired at Low Cost
wide on the edge of the
miles
by—
planet's south polar icecap.
ANDREWS
The bright spot persisted for
about 10 days, but it did not
Jewelry Company
develop into the vast atmospheric disturbance, covering some
350,000 square miles, that a similar bright spot produced in
1922.
Though Mars in its 1956 apto the earth will be about
proach
lassessee
et
types
AU
as close as it ever comes, atmospheric conditions on the
SAVE ! GET our
planet have so far inhibited
good viewing of surface features.
PACKAGE DEAL
"The 'Martian atmosphere is
"Covering everything"
unusually opaque — it seems to
be full of dust and smog," said
309 East Walnut St.
Dr. Albert G. Wilson, director
408
Phone
the Lowell Observatory and
of
Fulton, Ky.
secretary of the Mars Commit-

BUY WHITE-GOODS STATE PEP CLINK
Travel Shifts Into High Gear WITH CARE, A-I-L SEPT.8 AT U-K
EXPERTS CAUTION Clinic

Dusty and red, the planet
Mars is swinging closer and
closer to earth in the southern
sky. On September 7 it will be
only some 35 million miles
away.
Astronomers spreaa across the
world. • working -together through
the International Mars Committee, are preparing to give Mars
its most intensive inspection

DAYTON V-BELTS

asellailwe

MAN BEFORE THE HORSE?
—Transportation shades of the
past are recorded here, but
in reverse, as a London dock
worker acts as the beast of
burden to a valuable polo
pony. The animal appears to
be enjoying the novelty of
watchrtig the man do the
work.
.united Press Photos)

I DEWEY JOHNSON

STORE
LAKE STREET LIQUORLake
Street Est

A..-ross From The
Coca-Cola Plant

Al) Favorite Brands

PLENTY FREE
IT HAPPENED IN

1715—RR5T MMHG WHEEL RI WHIP=
A daughter of one of Kentucky's original settlers,
Anne McGinty, brought with her the first spinning
wheel to be transported over the Alleghenies to Fort
Harrod settlement. Here she made the first linen wan
in Kentucky. She also made butter, and it was her
family that brought the first hogs, chickens and ducks
into Kentucky.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many of
our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of beer. The
brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of our
residents. The sale of beer under orderly conditions
is an important objective of the United States
Brewers Foundation. Our continuing educational
program helps beer retailers maintain their high
sti ndard.s.
•••

KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
1523

Heybiern IiaUdIng. iddisvills, Ildeddal

Baciye IL(ael€—re& conv&Autm,t
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WilTahfri
lea4
athiut#
2
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D.C.

During

seasonal

"White"

Sales, watch those bargain bed

LONGEST ROAD IN THE WORLD
—The Kansas Turnpike, terminating in this wheatlield on the Oklahoma-Kansas border is, at present,
a road with no end, but not for
long. Just as soon as Oklahoma
allocates the necessary funds, the
new four -lane superhighway will
knife its way through the farmer's
field and he'll have a new, faster
road to get his grain to market.

1_

+

ROADS FOR TRANSPORTATION—Earthmoving equipment such as
these International Harvester giants are very necessary to most
forms of transportatios Before sleek automobiles and streamlined
busses can skim over the ribbons of concrete and asphalt. hLghspeed earthmovers and crawler-type tractors, must first make the
ve
roadbeds. Fleets of equipment similar to these units.
of yards of rock nno dirt in incredibly short spans iit tin.e and at
s.
y
low
co
surorisinet

statewide Cheerleaders
— co-sponsored by the
Kentucky Association of Pep
Organization Sponsors and the
University of Kentucky College
of Adult and Extension Education—will be held Sept.- 8 on the
Campus. Every phase of cheerleading—
tumbling stunts th,at may be
synchronized' with the leading
cheerleading
effective
Yells;
The

HERE COKES TOMORILOW—Italian designers have come up with
this sleek plastic bus creation which they claim will cruise over the
roads at 125 mph. To be powered with a gas turbine engine. one of
the planned Models will carry up to 32 passengers.

linens for heavy sizing, advise
textile and laundering authoritier at American Institute of
Laundering, research and educeal.
tionol center for the profession
laundry industry.
Sizing is the teen given a filler material that is used in producing less expensive items.
Less yarn is used and the holes
in -the weave are filled with
such things as resins, starches or
clay. Heavily 'sized items, especially in sheets and pillow
cases, have a good appearance
when new. However, after laundering, the sizing is gone and
the item becomes very limp and
"sleezy" in appearance.
A. I. L. authorities hint that
the amount ,of sizing can be
checked by rubbing the fabric
together over a dark surface. If
a small amount of powder fall,
outon the dark surface. you can
expect a different appearing
item after laundering. The rubbing causes the siring to fall out
of the holes in the weave. This
leaves a coarse fabric that
sometimes can be detected by
the eye. Also, rubbing will tend
to break the -surface of the sizing, causing tiny cracks along
the surface of the fabric.

Trailer Parks Must
Comply With Laws
Persons planning to construct
a trailer coach park or to enlarge
existing facilities at such parks
must first obtain a permit to do
so. Harvey G. McAndrews. Director of the Division of Sanitation. Kentucky State Department
of Health, has announced.
A trailer coach park operator
must comely with certain saniregarding
specification's
tary
sewage disposal, water supplies,
laundry facilities, bathing and
toilet facilities, ample space per
trailer, garbage and refuse disposal, and the general drainage
of the park
Anyone who allows two or
more trailers to park on his
property, whether for fee or net,
is considered to be operating a
trailer coach park and is required to have a permit from
the State Department of Health

tee. There is good possibility, core of molten metal-like earth's, BIG DAIRY SHOW WILL
however, that the atmosphere l and what kind of life, if any, it OPEN SOON IN CHICAGO
will clear as the September 7 is capable of supporting,
America's dairyland will re
opposition date approaches.
veal its best products and its
Rands in the Martian Sky
finest herds at the forthcoming
Geological Survey
4th annual International Dairy
Meantime, astronomers are
Show, October 6 to 13, in the Intaking advantagt of the murki- Compiles Well Data
ternational Amphitheatre at the
ness to study tfie atmosphere of
Geological Chicago Stock Yards The AmKentucky
The
the planet as a whole. They are
prepared art in
phitheatre is undergoing a third
paying particular attention to Survey has
Westerri Kentucky well big expansion which, when comof
list
but
to
similar
ic
bands
atmospher
be
to
is expected
pleted, will make it the world's
much fainter than the bands or records which
interest to petroleum largest exhibition building
belts seen on Jupiter. It is sus- of great
and indusOwners of purebred dairy
pected that the earth itself may geologists, engineers
Kentucky area
animals from coast to coast and
carry such bands but astronom- trialists in the
Jones, Kentih Icy from Canada to the Gulf plan to
Daniel J
ers and meteorologists, being
state geologist and author of the send their best animals to the
earthbound, never see them
the comple- competitions of the six breeds
Much was learned of the work, announced
new volume Satur- of dairy cattle that will be feaMartian air envelope in 1g52 and tion of the
University tured at the Chicago show The
the atmospheric day (Aug. 25) at the
1954, when
where the Geologi- management is preparing quarKentucky.
of
hed.
first
photograp
bands were
are located ters in the Amphitheatre to
These data, plus information ob- cal Survey offices
"Index house more than 2000 head.
entitled
volume,
The'
tained in the 1956 opposition, are
Western--Kentucky
being correlated by Dr. Sey- List of Early
is an index of
mour Hess of Florida State Uni- Well Records,"
tely 14,500
versity for what may be the logs of approxima are in the
which
first rounded picture of the well records
files on the UK cammovement of the atmosphere of microfilm
pusa planet.
The files are open for inspecAs the Martian atmosphere
or interested persons may
tion,
moves
planet
the
and
clears
a copy of the 277-page
obtain
22.
obthe
closer to the earth,
n by writing the Geopublicatio
servatories of the Mars Committee wilt intensify their efforts to logical Survey.
capture the surface features
photographically — the canali, ' "In Kentucky," the Cigamonthe oases, the rifts in the rapid- wealth's official publioation has
ly melting polar cap, and the been returned to a _guarterly
blue-green areas thought to be publication by the Department
of Public Relations,
vegetation.
From such new information
Americans use 45 pounds per
added to data gathered over the
last half century, astronomers person of fresh, canned and
may be able to speculate with frozen citrus fruit annually, and
more confidence on Martian 22 pounds of canned or frozen
conditions — whether the plan- citrus juices. In 1909, only 16
et is volcanic, whether it has a pounds per capita were used

routines; how to conduct pep
rallies; composing' new yelbs;
how to arouse school spirits, and
many others—will be taught under the direction of Lawrence
Herkimer. executive .secretary
of the National Cheerleaders Association.
A $2 registration fee rill be required of each cheerleader or
sponmor. Registration- will be
held at 8:30 a ni., Sept. 8, in the
Alumni Gym, and the clinic will
continue through 4 p.m. The
hi_operi to all yell leaders,
persons desiring to become yell
le;ders or their sponsors.

ap•ms,

DIVIDEND ANNOUNCEMENT!
UNITED INCOME FUND SHARES
64TH CONSECUTIVE QUARTERLY
DIVIDEND
The Board of Directors of United Funds, Inc., on
August 28th. 1956, declared a quarterly dividend
of 10c per share from vet investment income on
United INCOME Fund Shares, payable September
se of
29th. 1956, to shwreholders of record at clo.
business (4:00 0. m. Central Standard Time) on
Tuesday, September 11th, 1956.
Sincerely Yours,
Cameron K. Reed
President

Waddell & Reed, Inc., of Kansas City, principal underwriter for United Funds, Inc., alio
of Kansas City, is ("presented by
T. B. Brundige of Dresden
Telephone 4168

300 mo6rn

rooms from $I

DODGE HOTEL
WASHINGTON, D.C.

J. HARRIS, Managing Director
I ,ENRY J. LEMA,ISKI, Ceneral Manager

PIPELINE
No. 1 Lake St.

Phone 9188

24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE
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KECUCY STATE FAIR!
GREATER
THAN EVER!
MORE COLORFUL
THAN EVER!
DON'T MISS THIS
"BRAND-NEW" FAIR!

CTACULAK
ATTRACTIONS!
• WOnLO'S WHATEST
NORSE SHOW
• ICE LAMES INTERNATIONAL
• BARNES IL CARRUTHERS
STATE FAIR KIIIIE
• ItO TOP CMOS
• TAANS-WIORUI TWILL SNOW
• PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
• suit AVEC ANNIE OAKLEY
& COMMIT( RODEO
OISKATS
• FARM
• LIYESTOCR 001111111
• EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITS
• COUNTY WHIMS
• EXHIBITS Of NATURAL
RESOURCES
• WOMEN'S IIEPARTIMKT
• 4-H AND FYI EXNIIIITS
• MERCHANTS' AND
IWItlfACTUdERS' EXHIBITS
Aid litiry Exciting Special treats'

Would you believe it? You can own a
new Pontiac . . . loaded with
luxury features . • . with 124' wheelbase, rugged X-member frame ... plvi
the brawn and "go" of 227-h.p. at
a budget-pleasing price! Pontiac prices
start below 43 small-car models! See
for yourself.. . now!

boa
huntir
Yourin

SEPT. 7-15

-Wwfueicki
STATE FAIR

FAIRGROUNDS, LOUISVILLE

• Full
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• Ne
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new
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NOW IS THE TIME
11 TRADET":
C

P'Y OF THE YEAR
1- P:11111(3

PONTIAC RECENTLY BROKE M NASCAR ENDURANCE APO r-7'T..„

.

-Pont ac
KING MOTOR COMPANY,INC.

111 CARR ST.
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At the Capitol Pleza----a hotel of unusual
charm l-,seted r,opr/site the Union Station
Plaza. Plote.i f-..r its genuine hospitality.
comfortebre e,
:commodations, and for its
unusual food. ParVng Lots and near by
Garage facilities. Radio in every room.
Air-conditioned guest rooms avai'ab!e.
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FULTON, NY.
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ly Genung of Chicago visited
friends and relatives in Fulton
last week.
The many friends of Dick and
Maggie Cummings will surely
miss having them around town
in the future. The Cummings
moved to Paducah this week as
Dick was transferred there with
the Kentucky Utilities Company
. . Our best wishes to Maggie
and Dick and their small son,
for a happy life in Paducah. We
Seel .certain that they'll be frequent visitors in the ole home
town.

turned home after
spending Colorado Springs for
a visit
three weeks visiting her sons, with
her parents, Mary Ethna Page 7 The Fulton News Thursday Sept. 6,
Hai old arid Wendell Hinkley and and
1956
Homer
Wilson. The Wilsons
families in Lexington, Ky. and and
Nancy
went to Marrowbone, MRS. TOMMY FERGUSON
daughter, Mrs% W. T. Land and
tut gifts the guests were invited
Ky. Saturday where they attend- HONORED WITH LOVELY
family in
into the dining room and served
. . . Peggy and ed the Pace
HOUSE
-Brews
ter
HOLD
By Mary NeIle Wright
weddin
SHOWE
g
R
Godfrey Binford of Jackson are
punch, cookies and mints from
there Saturday night. Nancy was
visiting their families in Ful- a
the beautifully decorated lace
Mrs.
The News writes social
Tommy
Fergus
membe
on
r
a
of
rethe
wedding party.
happenings about you arid
ton . . .
Ann Latta of Louisville also at- cent bride of Louisville was hon- covered dining table.
your friends (Listen To
Mrs.
ored with a house hold shower
Bob
Airwa
About 80 attended or sent
Fry
ve
and
Diary
childre
tended
:
n,
Thurs
the wedding.
day,
9:45 A. M., Over WF'U
Carol and Joe of Union City
L)
Nancy will visit with her par- given by Mesdames Guy Latta, gifts.
Ruel Hemphill and daughter,
Earl Williams, and William Pittents until the middle of October
Kaye were luncheon guests of
man at the home of Mrs. Jim
So — were home again
One Navy tractor in the Antwhen
she
will
sail on the Ameri—
Rachel Crocker one day last
ca for Stuttgart, Germany, where Ashley's on route one, Aug. 18. arctic can pull 40 tons of freight
lightful days around our nationafter having spent 10 deweek
at her home on College she
'aCapitol and the United
A grreen and pink color loaded on special sleds.
will join her husband, Bill
States Naval Academy at
Street . . . Jessie Hugh Butler,
Annapo
who is stationed there. Bill left scheme was carried out in the
Our time in Washington was lis.
daughter of fier. and Mrs. Hughvery limited as we spent Norma
the U.S. the ;1st of September. decorations and refreshments.
Sour days over at Annapolis with
Owen, Marion Black- ey A. Butler of Union City HighThe gift table was overlaid
They
expect to serve a 16 months
our
son.
But
we did stone, Sue Moore, Jerry
way, has accepted a teaching
spend an ever so enjoyable evenin
with a white. linen cloth and
tour
ofduty
there.
g with Dr. Tom and and Joe Barnes spent lastCarter
...
week 'position in the D'yersburg High
centered' With a green umbrella
Wilda Callahan and their childr
en, Carol, Skipper and at Lakeshore Methodist Camp Sehool. She will teach bookke
and
with pink streamers tied with
epBill at their attractive home in
Matt
DeBoor
and
Charlie
Fred
near
ing
Camden
the
and shorthand there this King
, Tenn. Donna
Manor
Club
a
pink
Eslily
leading
to
the
gifts.
of Lexington left Tuesday
tate. how glad we were to see
Gayle Patterson served as Coun- coming school year ...
Bertie
The guest of honor wore a cotafter a visit wjth Jane White
motherr who is visiting them. It was just Howard, Tom's selor for girls at the camp last
ton
frock
of
green and white
old home week week.
at her home on Mayfield HighInsurance and Real Estate
at the Callahans'.
They returned home Satand was presented a corsage of
Pat Drewry 01 Liarksville, way . . . Lillian Blagg
Long term Farm Loans at
and son
urday
.
.
.
Ind.
pink
We were so happy to learn everyone
spent the weekend with his Byron of Nashville were
cornations bv the hostess.
donated a few to bring
weekLow Rate of Interest
grandmother, Mrs. Elsie Provow end guests of Florenc
that Bill, the youngest Callahan back to
Clever games were played and
e and Frank
Kentucky. I could realOur congratulations to Car- at her home on Glendale Ave... Beadles at their
has made quite a name for him- ly make
SEE
prizes
were
won
by Mesdames
home on Third
a funny story about the men
and Larry Depp of Ow- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Oliver and Street . . . Bailey
self in the competitive swim- evening
Charl
es
T. Cannon
Binford is John Wilkerson and Rupert Latwe spent fishing — ensboro
, Ky. who moved into their daughters had enjoyable visited Tom Shown
ming contest there. And Skip- about
in Owens- ta.
three miles out in the bay their
Charl
es
W.
lovely new home there last guests one day last week. They boro, Ky. Bailey and
per hod just returned home from AFTER
Burrow
After the opening of many useTom both
it—since the motor died week.
We know that Carmen were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Has- attended U. of Ky. last
Sweet Summer Camp where he forget - it--since
year
the motor died must be the
very happiest one! kell, Jr. and children of Arcad- and were fraternity brothers.
received top honors on the rifle and I thought we
..
would have to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Green of ia, Calif., Mrs. Ethel Oliver of
range We are going to "keep an spend the rest of the night
PAD- Milburn, Mrs. Agnes Robins
eye" on „ those two Callahan DLING that big boat back
on Memphis, Mrs. Edna Alexander,
This
is just to say "Hello" to
boys And we didn't mention shore. All interest was to the of Paducah and her daughter, Mrs. Chester Wade and Andy . . Annie Lucille Sarson of Washkost, in Mrs. Herbert Maier of
Pittsburg, Mary Jean and Billy Joe King ington, New Jersey. I had a loveCarol- who is just the loveliest fishing — so as soasva
Annual
s the Mo._ Pa. visited in the C.
A. Boyd have returned .from a delight- ly letter from her when I reyoung teen ager we've seen in tor decided to functio
n - s„sve home one evening last
ful
vacation in the Smokies. On turned home. All of us in Fulton
week.
many • moon.
headed for shore — but ititick.
Patricia their return home, they visited remember her as Annie Lucille
That bay is just TOO BIC and Mrs. Robinson and
Maier formerly lived in Ful- with Lorene and Pat Godfrey Goldsby because she
spent most
6 And wt did have another free those
waves TOO HIGH. From
in Lexington . . . Monette and of her life in Fulton.
evening which we six.* with now on, I shall confine MY fish- ton . . .
It is SO
Harry
Fields
DeZoni
The Hicks family enjoyed a
a of Mem- good to hear from our readers.
our good friends, Col. Jim and ing to dear old Kentucky Lake.
phis
returne
d
to their home
re-union recently at the home of
Annie Lucille gave us a corVirginia Isbell at their ever so
Tuesday after spending several dial invitation to come
lovely home in Chevy Chase,
to see
W.• regret that we did not Mr. and Mrs. Jess Goodwin, near days with
their mothers, Mrs. her. She said that she lives in
lid We could have spent DAYS have time to see our good Pilot Oak A delicious luncheon
was served at noon to sixty-two Bess DeZonia and Mrs. Leonard the most scenic part of the state
enjoying all of the. beautiful friends, Gladys and Henry
Ward
Barber
and that Washington is not too
things that Jim and GionY col- while we were in Washington. guests . . .
larAN't
far from the famed Delaware
lected while they were in Eng- But — we surely expect to
make
Jimmy and Becky Hancock Water Gap and other
Nell and Robert Graham's
beauty
land. We enjoyed the "children." many more trips up that
way home in the Highlands was
and little daughters, Beverly and spots of
Northwest
a
Jersey.
Reed. their 15-year-old during the next four years.
r
Cathy, are visiting her mother, Thanks, Annie Lucille —
lively
one
last
week
when
their
daughter, in quite the charming
maybe
And speaking of Washington.
Mrs.
Hal Watson, in Detroit . . someday — we will be up
daughter, Anna Frances and husCud Crum — fluffy lIgh sad pure. Clears
young lady. How attractive she We talked with Mollie
that
Wiley band Dick Hitchcock and chil- Mr. and Mrs. Norman Barnes way!
tImes More effectively.
was when she came out on the who has just - returned from
$1.00
(reg. $2.00)
$1.76 (rss. $350)
and children, Jerry and Pam,
an
veranda to tell us good-bye — ever so interesting summe dren, Dee Arm and Robert Lee
flefer Velvet ask* Menem—new liquid lotion
r were here. The attractive Hitch- and Linda Parton spent the GOOD DEED TO THE MOODYS
removes every speck of erne and make-up.
before she "flitted" off to a gay spent up there with her
aunt, cock family live in Louisville. weekend with Norman's parents,
$1.00 ($2.00 value)
Thirty-five friends and neighparty up the street. And — the Aimed* Huddieston. Mollie
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Barnes . . . bors
just
"'Sada
— wbIPPed luxury for extra ocy
met at the home of Eugene
two boys. We simply fell in love got on-thg-ball and started They returned home Friday
um. Leaves face dewy-soft end Cillafl.
Moody in the Mt. Pleasant Comwith them, "Little Jim" — who working about a week after sfie . . . Laweon and Frances Roper
$1.611 (reg. $2.00)
$1.75 (reg. 63_50)
Jere Lowe of St. Louis is vis- munity
left Friday for an interesting
Friday afternoon, with
actually isn't so little, was quite arrived in the city. She had
a weekend. They attended a meet- iting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. tractors,
trucks and wagons.
the young gentleman. And Torn nice job with the Federal PowJack Thorpe They cut and housed
ing of the Executive Board of Kellie Lowe . .
--he was everywhere — being er Commission. Mollie went
his toto Kentucky Branch of National of Chicago, Ill, visited his bacco
and hauled in two big
mother's little helper. In fact, just about everything of any
in- Association of Postal Supervis- mother, Clarice Thorpe, the past loads of hay.
ROTH boys did a SUPERB job terest in arid around the city.
weekend . . . Nancy Wilson Fo),"The Rexall Store"
The family is very thankful to
at the dinner table!
One evening she was in the Nep- ors in Lexington. From there sett arrived Tuesda
LAKE STREET
y night from all their friends who helped.
FULTON
went
they
over
to
Berea,
Ky
PHONES 95, 795
tune Room and imagine her surwhere they attended the last
prise
when
she saw Jack Moore, performance
They were two WONDERFUL
"Wilderness
of
evenings! We also had a very de- Paul Westpheling, Felix Gos- Road" Saturday evening .
.
lightful time at the Bill New- sum, Jr. and Gene Hatfield You Jake Probst, formerly with the
ton's cottage on the Neeld Es- may well imagine how surprised Fulton Lookouts, was in Fulton
tate on Chesapeake Bay, near the gang was when Mollie went Friday night visiting with his
Prince Frederick, Md They have over to their table and said, "Hi! baseball friends. He was a dina lovely beach and everyone Fulton!" So—of course, they had ner guest of Hugh Rushton and
spends lours swimming. fishing, much fun.
spent the night with Mildred
One Sunday Mollie, Almeda
boating. water-skiing
and
and Hilliard Bugg. Jake was en hunting for SHARK'S TEETH! and friends drove over to An- route to his home in Columbus.
the Miss after having served a two
Your Diarist found a few. - no napolis. They were on
Academy grounds just at the
weeks' training period at Scott
time the Midshipmen came out
from chapel service. When the Field, near Belleville, Ill. Jake
boys_marched by in formation Is an aviator in the reserve . . .
they stopped close to , Mollie bcRuth and Paul Hornbeak have
Ire they "fell-out" and right
ii . front of Mollie was Midship- r•-turned after a 15-day vacation
man Don Wright They had a trip thrs)ugh several western
states They visited in Kansas.
nice visit together when Don
Missouri. Denver, Col.. and the
and a friend showed them all
Royal Gorge They spent three
around the grounds'
days in Yellowstone Park On
tH•ir return trip they had brief
COMPLETE
Welcom
e home to Norman Al- visits in Montana, South DakoChoice of Red - Green or Blue
SHOF
lison who spent the summer with ta and Iowa It was a wonderful
For a fraction of the coat of
relatives in Los Angeles, Calif trip
Mr and Mrs P. E RuGuaranteed 5 years against
ew abort, yo- can have old Dudley Morris is home after a d,dah and children. Gerald and
comfort watt that nem
delightful Carribean Cruise . . . Avonda of Not-folk, Va. have reMoth damage!
Wolf
Here's what our
We will surely miss seeing Katie turned home after a visit with
',tete shoe re building in
Lowe Miller on her frequent vis- friends and relatives in the
lode%
its with her parents in Fulton. Beelerton Community
Full awes with cossresJed
Katie and husband, Joseph Milstitching
ler and little son, Joe Kellie left
Polly and Noble Morse have
• New heels. fresh heel pads
this week for Waterloo, Illinois returned home after visiting in
far insides
where Joseph has accepted a Daytona Beach. Florida
• All ripe and team neatly
position as English instructor at
Billy Morris, son of Mary' and
sewnthe Waterloo High School. He Jack Morris has s444irried home
Assorted colors; Single: 70 x 80
will also be the senior sponsor after spending the summer in
there . . .
New Jersey. Billy will enter
UTMB at Martin this fall where
Mrs Guy Johnson of Cayce is he plans to major in English
hcme again after having spent Mrs. Abe Smoot and two sons
•
two weeks with her son, Cap- of Akron, Ohio spent the week
tain Jerry Johnson and family with Mrs. Amy Smoot
.
Assorted colors; size 70 x 80
2114 Naha
Indies
in Grand Rapids, S. D. . . . PolMrs. Chester Hinkley has re -

1

Diary Of Doin's

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW

Price Sale

Dorothy Gray
Cleansing Creams
1105'
A.*

ttri

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

sit

PRE-SEASON

RI

IL

IS
111 I

LAYAWAY

5% Wool Double

•
Cotton Blankets

1.98
Double Cotton Blankets 2.98

Field of Flowers

JUST A FM MORE LEFT AT
UNHEARD OF TELEVISION REDUCTIONS

Hand printed; 72 x 90; A heavy
blend of Nylon, rayon, etc.

Never before have you heard of such reductions on

1956 CAPEHART TV SETS
Regular $389.95
reduced to

Regular $359.95
reduced to

$23000

$21000

Size 72 x 84
Blue, Rose or Green

Regular $259.95
reduced to
$M00
I•
Make only a small down payment and start using
one of these outstanding sets

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Commercial Avenue
J. M. MARTIN and HGH RUSHTON

25% Wool

Fulton

4.95

50c DOWN

AND 50c WEEKLY

I

50c Holds
YOUR SELECTION TILL
OCTOBER FIRST

Wes-Tenn Dept. Stores
Lake Street

•

5.49
Two Ways To Buy!

Fulton, Ky.

•
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"Mr and Miss Tomorrow'

Jackson's department.
As a result of the agreement,
George Land, Jr., assistant professor of Applied Mechanics in
the College of Engineering, is
cunpiling data for inclusion in
a permanent technical file at the
University.
Graduate and undergraduate
students will be used in gathering and cataloSins information
on hydrology.
An office for the study has
been set up at the College of
Engineering and files of the
project will be open to students,
visitors and agricultural and industrial interests in addition to
all departments of State Gov-

UK CONTRACT TO STUDY AGRICULTURE IN
GUATEMALA MOVES NEARER TO REALITY
A proposed three-year con- content of courses in the college,
tract between the University of with special emphasis on the
Kentucky and the International practical aspects of agriculture.
Cooperation Administration — Included also will be the adoperational
car
designed to strengthen the ag- ministrative
ricultural program of the Uni- structure of the college.
3. Provision for graduate or
versity of San Carlos in Guatemala City, Guatemala — has specialized training at the University of Kentucky, or some
moved a step nearer reality.
Dr. Frank J. Welch, dean of other institution, of carefully sethe UK College of Agriculture lected personnel from the Coland Home Economics, has sub- lege of Agriculture or from gradmitted a report to the ICA of- uates of the college. Dean Welch
fice sumarizing the findings of also proposed that UK personhis recent survey-trip to Guate- nel, in addition to regular staff SEEMS THERE'S A "MISS"
turiergo
specialized TITLE for everything these
mala, and offering specific rec- service,
ommendations with reference to short time service.
days! Here's Pat Parker, "Miss
4. Counsel and assistance in Bandage Bathing Suit," in the
the implementation of the conappraising
library
needs
in re- latest in swim suits. It's a twotract.
lation to existing facilities and piece, all bandage outfit, made
The recommendations, covermaterials, and in the formula- from Johnson & Johnson's new
ing only the scope of services to
tion of plans in building an KLING conform Bandage, which
be performed by the University,
adequate library.
clings to itself and conforms
were:
Dean Welch suggested a bud- while stretching over body con1. Counsel and assistance in get of $78,000 based on one tours. The
new bandage holds
the formulation of plans, speci- year. In addition to
injured fingers, elbows and
the
recomfications and engineering servic- mendations and
proposed bud- ankles firmly while permitting
es in connection with the com- get, the UK dean said
that other normal movements of those
pletion of grounds, buildings, points of agreement
would be joints. That's all fine, says Pat,
greenhouses and laboratories determined
by established pre- but will the bandage hold water?
for the College of Agriculture. cedent, or by a special
agree2. Counsel and assistance in ment among UK officials, ICA
the re-appraisal and possible re- and the University of San CarCHRISTIAN SCIENCE
vision of current curriculum and los .
The vital importance of honCoverage of these areas would
WNW
provide assistance in the de- oring God in thought and in
velopment of a balanced, con- deed will be brought ,.ut at
FOR THE
structive program of training. Clu-istian Science services this
the University agriculturist con- Sunday.
cluded.
Keynoting the J..esson-Sermin
on -Substance" is the Golden
SALE ON FEEDER CALVES Text from Proverbs (22:1):
"A
IN GOOD
Fourteen sales of feeder calves good name is rather to be chosare planned through Septem- en than great riches, and lovber and October over the state, ing favour rather than silver
the Kentucky Feeder Calf Sales and gold."
The importance of spiritual
Association announced recently.
Several thousand calves will values will be emphasized in
from "Science a n d
be sold by the local feeder calf reading
associations in the 14 sessions. Health with Key to the ScripPurpose of the sales is to fur- tures" by Mary Baker Eddy
nish buyers calve of uniform (239:5): -Take away wealth,
weights, grade, size and quality; fame, and social organizations,
SEE
and to teach producers the which weigh not one jot in the
value of producing and market- balance of God, and we get clearer views of Principals. Break
ing higher quality calves.
Sale locations, approximate up cliques, level wealth with
number of head consigned and honesty, let worth be judged acFURNITURE CO.
dates include Russellville (Lo- cording to wisdom, and we get
gan), 600, Sept. 27; Hopkinsville better views of humanity."
500, Oct 2; MayScriptural selections to be
207 CHTJRCH ST. (Christian),
field (Graves), 500, Oct. 3.
read include the following (Proverbs 39:): "Honour the Lord
PHONE 35
World-renowned M am m ot h With thy substance, and with
Cave was discovered in 1800.
the first fruits of thine increase."

BEST

USED

FURNITURE
EXCHANGE

1995 For Your Old Dinette Suite
Our Every Day Starting Prices Ar e Low, Low, Low With Easiest
Terms Found Anywhere.

"
1 *SEE US
Top row (1 to r): THERESA ANN PERRY, age 2,
and DONNA GLYNN PERRY, age 31
/
2, daughters of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pel•ry of Fulton Route 1; and
granddaughters of Mrs. Ozelle Holmes of Symsonia,
Ky. and of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Perry; LINDA KAY
PATRICK, age 2.
Bottom row (1 to r): LARRY WHAYNE PATRICK,
age 3, who, with his sister Linda (upper right) are
children of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis D. Patrick of Fulton
Route 4, and grandchildren of Mrs. Irvin Shaffer and
of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Patrick; CELIA WOLBERTON,
age 3. and SUSAN WOLBERTON, age 11
/
2, daughters
of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wolberton of Fulton Route 1
and granddaughters of Mrs. T. D. Butts and of Mrs.
Cleveland Bard.

* SAMSON ITE LUGGAGE

BABY BED

* GRUEN WATCHES
* LANE CEDAR CHESTS

A comprehensive study of
Rentucxy a water resources and
allied problems is now underway as a joint project of the
Kentucky Department of Conservation and the University of
Kentucky's College of Engineerirg. Conservatior. Commissioner
Lsban P. Jackson announced

* WHIRLPOOL AUTOMATICS

MATTRESS

95
26

* HALLICRAFTER TV
* SPEED QUEEN WASHERS
* HUNGERFORD BED ROOM
* FOX MAPLE
* BASSETT BED ROOM
" VOGUE DINETTES

BEFORE YOU BUY I

rrs PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
. . . and

time for that good HANNA'S Paint — the
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
interior or exterior.

recently.
-This study amounts to a survey of hydrology, flood control,
hydraulics, navigation, irrigation, water supply and related
subjects," Jackson said
Financing of the project is the
duty of the Division of Flood
Control and Water Usage in

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT I

"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT

C.Msrvil Solis

ANNOUNCING..
A CHANGE IN POLICY OF THE

week

ly lo
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to hi
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EARLE HOTEL
Due to the demand of so many retired and pensioned people
who want a place to live the EARLE HOTEL has decided to
convert the Earle into a home for----

Retired and Pensioned
Men and Women
RATES HAVE BEEN ADJUSTED to MEET EVERY NEED

* CROQUET
• CHECKERS

• CARDS
• DOMINOES

• TV
• HORSE SHOES

• SHUFFLE BORAD
• Complete Selection
of Magazines
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If You Are Retired or Pensioned and Would Li ke a Place to Live and Call Home.
Then We
Invite You To Contact Us At Once.
••••

EARLE HOTEL
PHONE 103
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'TRADE with WADE and SAVE"
FULTON, KY.
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OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
OPERATION! Let us dean your Barley,—Clever,-Fescue

Recreation Facilities Are Provided For The Pl easure Of Our Guests. Already We
HavaMade
Available These Facilities:

AND

* PHILCO

the Division id Flood Control and
Water Usage, activated the program last month and turned
over supervision to Land today
at a meeting of the State Board
on Flood Control.
In teporting to the board, Land
said, "Kentucky's conservation
program pivots around control
of water . . . almost all our soil
loss is due to movement of uncontrolled water and this study
will supplement Federal water
control programs now in existence, by serving as the guide
for design of future conservation projects."

FALL SEED FOR COVER CROPS AND
WINTER PASTURE. All kinds of Small Seed:
grass. Clover, barley, oats, rye.

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT, UNIVERSITY
Of KENTUCKY WING STUDY Of WATER

THE HOUSE OF NAME BRANDS
* SIMMONS PRODUCTS

Robert Lee Bolin, director of

NO1

WADE is Tradin' WILD
35.00For Your Old Living Room Suite

_

ernment.

PHONE 55

FULTON, KY.
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FARM INDEMNITIES
FOR SLAUGHTERED
CATTLE RESUMED
Wills AM PRYOR
Iksikaion1 sew& Mb.* Caniral ileiread
NOT TOO BAD AFTER ALL
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Well, down on the farm, it
doesn't look too bad after all.
Early in the year it was forecast that farm net income would
be down by 4% or even more.
The good news is that the 1954
farm net Income will be close
to that of 1953. That is nothing
to write home about but it is
a site better than a decline. It
looks like the cause of this
change was brought about by a
steady dairy situation with eggs
holding well and the strengthen
mg of beef and hog prices Most
of the vegetable prices have
town well above last yea
What's ahead. well I do not
think Ilur seasonal price decline
will be as severe as most folks
thought, so, it could be that farm
income is finally stabilizing
Feeder Calf Sales Look Good
This area will be host to three
feeder calf sales this year. The
Purchase Feeder Calf Assn. sale
Ii he held at Mayfield, Ky October 3rd, and the Christian
County Feeder Calf Sale to be
held in Hopkinsville, Ky October 2nd The Livingston County Feeder Sale will be held at
Burns. Ky October 17th
There will be 1700 or 1800
feeders in these three sales with
all cattle graded according to
weight, breed. size and grade.
This is a pretty good place to
stock your farm with quality
heifers too. All feeders will be
vaccinated against black leg and
shipping fever, with heifers getting a bangs shot too They will
be sold in large and small lots
so that the big and small feeder
wilt bat,. something to bid on.
Wt. started our selecting this
vieek and believe me they sure1,s4 like the type that would
make a feeder of cattle proud
to have on his farm
Keep Breeding Ewes Gaining
Your flock of breeding ewes
slo.uld be in a thrifty gaining
condition If you are so situated,
emlen like t turn t'a.
bu• cks ir: at night and take then
out the next morning I du nut
have rf.uch evidence to back this
strtem nt up. but it stands -to
reason that the rum will stay
more virile if treated in this
manner.

would sell their infected anlmals
fur slaughter the Commonwealth
of Kentucky and the federal
@government established a program of paying them indemnities
for animals disposed of in this
manner. This
program commenced on January 1, 1955, and
Payments Resumed Sept. provided that the farmer would
1st For Cattle Condemned be reimbursed for one-third of
the difference between the apUnder Brucellosis Plan
praised value of the condemned
Agriculture Commissioner Ben animal and the price she brought
Butler revealed here today that when sold by the pound at the
the state plans to resume on stockyards. The amount of inSeptember 1, the practice of re- demnity for any animal so disimbursing farmers for dairy cat- posed of could not exceed $20
tle condemned to be slaughtered for a Grade, or $40 for a Regunder the federal-state brucel- istered one.
losis control plan The brucelIndemnities Stopped Jan. 1
losis control plan provides for
On January 1st of this year,
dairy the testing of the female the
Commissioner of Agriculture
dairy animal and requires that and the State
Board of Agriculthe ones found to be diseased ture was
forced to abandon the
must be slaughtered or quaran- !indemnity program
because of
tined on the farm.
the cost of its operation. Dr. L.
In order that the farmers L. Breeck, State Veterinarian

Eddyville and &uttawa may
be consolidated under the new
name. Barkley, honoring the
Commonwealth's former vicepresident, the late Alben Barkley.

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW
Insurance and Baal Estate
For Best Service in Tire
and Automobile Insurance

Charley Stephenson

Alli
DAIRY
CLEANER
w•11 IRO
Contelas
cogent. Clean doirryware, tile, linoleum, floors, windows, woolens.
Ideal for glassware, silverware,
dishes.

$1.95 gal.

Reg. Price
SALE PRICE

$145 VII.

PLASTIC PIPE
200 FT. COIL-75 lbs. Prosoure
Lasts over 25 years if
properly installed. Light,t
flexible, easy to install.•
100% virgin polyethylene. Not harmed by
freezing.
Regular Price ........$26.40

45 plates. Powerful, dependable. Fits most popular
cons 18 no. guarantee.

$13.90

REGULAR PRICE

(pave ma battery)

Hot dipped galvanized. litre

5.601.
ROOF
COATING
with

strong. Bottom double soarised.

FIRER

10 QT.

GALVANIZED PAIL

$1•8.00-

$1.97

ONLY

TARPAULIN

Peerless' ,
SCREW DRIVER SET

8 ft. x 10 ft.
(12 ox.)

(No. P27)
Sa4 of 6.
breakable

Too geode, classify wo-

handle

molded

to 0

Regular Price
...95e
SALE PRICE

stitched. Reinforced careers.

Regular Price

Magnetised Modes. 1.1e:

hand. I% is.-11 in. Meets.

ven zotten duck, doubhe

$9.73

Battery

Model S-1

FENCE CONTROLLER

Laundry and

REGULAR PRICE
SALE PRICE

LAWN BRUME
RAKE

(No. 5522)
21 teeth
to head.
10 in. spread 4$ in polished
hardwood handle.

Light. wsill bolo nrisd

crimped. spot ...Hod

, SALE PRICE

e yr
mg
sit

Won't run in heat, crock in
w•ci th e r•d
Restores
smooth roll nosing. Stops leaks.

(pies old Mawr)

Regular Price

411.-

cold.

SALE
PRIC1.,

SALE PRICE

"Tops in

PHONE 14

Kentuckians are urged to visit their State Capitol and the
other buildings of state government. Other points of interest in
Frankfort are the museum of
Kentucky Historical Society; Liberty Hall, the Corner of Celebrities, and Frankfort Cemetery
containing the graves of Daniel
and Rebecca Boone.

The bell in the central tower
of the Lincoln Marriage Temple
in Pioneer Memorial State Park,
at Harrodsburg, is rung on the
marriage anniversary of Thomas and Nancy Hanks Lincoln,
Abraham Lincoln's birthday and
the date of his death

Regular Price $2.75 gal.
SALE VI Q
PRICE.
O •IhR
gal.
You Save 90c Gallon

'Charges up to 25 miles safely, effectively Runs
on 6 V. battery. 'Inside or outsid• use. 1 year
guarantee.

weighl—boodlos big leads
eesity. N @porkies. 10 geese
eluminues alley. 17 is. Aerobe.

PARISIAN

has to be issued.
Those farms having excess
cotton cannot receive a cotton
marketing card until the penalty has been paid Within Mar•- 1
keting cards must be held for
producers who have excess cotton on other farms. Penalty rate
for 1958 being 17 7c per pound
on the excess. For further information see your county ASC
office

Winter long protection. Special
rust inhibitor protects radiator,
motor.
Practically odorless,
won't boil out. Stock up now.

Rice was first grown commercially in the United States
in the 17th Century, but has
spread to Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi and California

cleaning"

The Fulton County ASC Office has announced that 1958 cotton marketing cards have been
prepared and ready for distribution for all farms who are
within their allotment. S. E. Holly, Office Manager, stated that
cards may be received in 1 of
2 ways.
1. Pick up in person at the
county office.
2. File a written request that
can be placed on record and the
card will be mailed.
Mr. Holly urged that on receipt
of this card, farmers take good
care of them as some difficulty
is encountered when a duplicate

Page 9 The Fulton News Thursday Sept. 6, 1956

Permanent ANTI-FREEZE

Farmers Get $9,507.65
For '55 Wool Payments
S. E. Holly, Office Manager,
Fulton County ASC. stated Ora
drafts were placed in the mail
to all wool producers, who filed
an applicalkon on shorn -wool
and Lambs and yearlings, for
1955 in August 23 The total of
•1! drafts was $9,507 85, this belt it payment on 38,897 lbs. of
wad and 2/11,894 lbs Lambs and
represented
This
yearlings
44 VI of wool sales less lc per
11) for promotion deduction and
77c per cwt. on lambs less Sc per
cwt for promotion deduction
Mr. Holly urged all 1958 Sheep
growers to be very careful with
file
their sales records and
claim as soon as the sale of all
wool and lambs had been completed for the 1958 year and in
no case later than March 31, 1957

Weeds are„damaging. Six foxtail plants per foot of row reduced a test soybean yield 2.6
perc,-nt; 12 weeds per foot, 11 1
Broadleaf weeds had
percent
similar effects; three per foot
cut the yield 8 percent, and six
plants per foot, 9.1 percent

COTTON MARKETING
QUOTA CARDS NOW
READY IN COUNTY

Starts Tomorrow (Fri.) for 8-Big Days

ion We

N. KY.

and director of Livestock Sanitation for the Board of Agrgiculture, stated that the farmers of
the state received $181,000 in indemnities during the 12 months
that the program was in effect.
Program Now Lao
program
However, the
of
slaughtering infected animals has
lagged since the indemnities
were withdrawn and Dr M. H.
Huffman of the Animal Disease
Eradication branch office here
in Frankfort now estimates that
35% of the cows found to be
reactors are being kept on the

$1.15

87c

Regular Price —

$7.85

SALE PRICE

$12.48

Plus 17 More
BIG Top Quality Items
arar Waif

$5.89

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON CO-OPERATIVE
CENTRAL AVENUE

SOUTH FULTON

PHONE 399

YOUR SOUTH-EON STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AG.ENCY

4

•
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CLASSIFIED ADS

•PIERCE STATION

Mrs. Charles Lovke •
aLL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester'.
Mr. and Mts. Rob,'t 1{),gr'i.)
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
and Libby spent Sunday in
Hickm
FOWELLtiiiid LUDY Shoe Re- ents, an with Mrs. Rogers parMr. and Mrs. R. R. Castlepair of rs you prompt, accu- man.
rate service at moderate cost.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Cape of St.
204 Church Street, Fulton.
Louis were recent visitors of
RENT A NEW TYPEWRITER Mrs. Maggie Caps.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ho110or Adding Machine. Rental
applies on purchase. Harm mon of Phenix, .Ariz. and Mrs.
Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office Virginia Bard and daughter of
Outfitters, Corner Walnut is Union City were Sunday afternoon guests of 'Mr. and Mrs.
Plain Streets. Phone 674.
Jot. Lowe.
WELLS DRILLED for industry
Mrs. Betttrice Browder of
and homes. Modern equip- Nashville
is the house guest of
ment, experienced workmen. Mrs.
Myrtle Orleans.
Write or call Watson Co.,
Charles Cape of Granite City,
Phone 261, Fulton, Ky.
HISTORIC BIRTH—Litter of
s born in the United
Ill., is Visiting his Aunt, Mrs.
States as a result of artificial insemipuppie
nation with preserved semen
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- Maggie Cape and other relatives
sent over from England—the first
such
trans
-Atlantic accomplishment—show n with mama, a registe
chine and electric floor polish- here for a,few days.
VorVanEtt. Inset—the proud papa, ared Beagle named Susan
er and electric vacuum cleanMrs. Albert Mayhall and Janie
named North Hertfordshires Faerie. The purebred British Beagle
ers. Exchange Furniture Co. spent Sunday in Milan,
long-distance project was
Tenn.
a cooperative undertaking of Dr. A.
Phone 35, Church Street.
Miss Marline Wilson spent the
College, London; Dr. E. P. Leonard,E. Harrop, Royal Veterinary
Cornell University's Veterinary College; and the Gaines Dog Resear
NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park weekend in Martin with her
ch Center, New York.
and Buy your office suppling grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
and equipment. Harvey Cald- Marler.
Miss Aline Mann of Fulton
well Co., Drive-In Office OutTell Your Friends About The News
fitters, New Location, corner spent Sunday with Mrs. Myrtle
Orlean
Walnut
s.
esi
Plain
Streets.
Mrs. Pearl Brice of Hickman
Phone 674.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard is visiting her sister, Mrs. Mag,
and automatic models $129.95 gie Cape.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Morgan and
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201. baby of Oak Ridge, Tenn spent
part of last week with Mrs.
FOR SALE — One McCormick Morgan's parent
s, Mr. and Mrs.
Deering Corn Binder, almost Mancel Roach..
new. Call 345, Fulton or see - Mr. and Mrs.
Jerome Ragsdale
Croft at Webb's Machine Shop. of Centralia, IIL,
have returned
FARM FOR SALE — 40 acres to their home after spending
good land, with housse. Lo- several days with Mrs. Ragsdale
cated in Graves County, Ky., brother DeWitt Matthews. A
on milk route, school bus fish fry was held one night last
route. Two miles from Duke- week. Besides Mr. Matthews
dom, Tenn., on gravel road: 1 other visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
mile north of State Line high- W. 4E. Matthews and Larry of
way. Write: Mrs. Kathleen Dukeaom, Miss Roberta Remyer,
Golden, Box 22, Homewood, Mrs. C. E. Lowe, Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Earl Long and children,
Illinois.
Paula and David and Jack MatFOR THOSE who care enough thews enjoyed the fish.
to wear the cleanest clothes,
Several from here attended
Wade has a very special
Once the funeral of Mrs. Hollis
on/ RCA Whirlpool Automa- Strother at Crutchfield
Montic washers. The performance day.
tested automatic found only in
Mr. and Mrs. James Shields
Fulton at Wades. A-1 Clean- and Bobby of Union City
spent
ers use Whirlpools — How Monday with Mr. and
Mrs. Sam
about you. WADE FURNI- McDaniel.
TURE CO. TRADE WITH
WADE AND SAVE.
Mrs. K C. Underwood and children of Union City, Mr. and Mrs.
Hollis Hall, Eva Frances and
Mrs. Mintaie Hall of Paducah,
FARM LOANS
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Page and
family of Sharon. Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Betts of GreenLong Termsfield, Tenn.
-Easy Payments

KEENELAND GIVES
10 SCHOLARSHIPS

State Police
Graduate 25

Tackettt. Frankfort. and State
Police Captain E. A. lkpie.
Honor students John D. Robcry. 26. Stamping Ground, was
first to receive his certificate.
Others completing the fivemonth course and receiving diplomas includej— Vern [vu,
Mayfield. Bob Ham. Paducah,
George Hicks. Lowes, and James
McNeely, Wingo

Twenty -fo.e State Policia cadets received diplomas from
Keeneland Foundation todall Gov.
A. B. Chandler. at their
named the ten Kentucky Hign gradua
tion recently
School graduates who will reThe Governor, addressing the
ceive four-year scholarships to group, told them
"The Commonseven of the/ state's colleges and *ealtip was
proud of its troopuniversities(
ers, despite their being woeThe
scholarships,
totalling fully undermanned." He added
$15,600. are the first to be authorization for 100 policemen
Plenty and indigence depend
awarded by the Foupdation, a had been mach. and he expected upon the opinion every one has
charitable and educational trust. another 100 later..
of them; and riches. like glory
which derives its income from
Among those attending were: or health, have no more beauty
Keeneland sales and racing.
State Police Commissioner P. A. or pleasure than their possessor
Recipients of four $2,000-agri- B. Widener. Don Sturgill. Spe is pleased to lend them.
cultural grants to the University cial FBI Agent Ray Psi.- •
of Kentucky and Paul Edward Louisville; FBI
Agent Klyi
Quiggine, of Yearan, in Grayson
Countyt
Robert
Bryan ningham, Louisville. Kentuck N
Chambliss, Hardinsburg; Jack State College; Jane Davis, Po
Spencer Otis, Ashland; and Har- son Fore, Morehelid State Colold W. Blevins, Mt. Sterling.
lege; Beverly Hester, Louisville.
Blevins and Chambliss, will University of Louisville; Ja,
F UNERAL
HOME
take pre-veterinarian work; Otis Dick. Mayfield. Murray St'',
Ineorpo-ated
will major in poultry husban- College. Nellie Mike, Lowsviii
dry or horticulture; and Quit- Eastern State College; and
,•
gins will study to become a Stiff, Louisville. Western St.,1,
county agent.
College.
Students, who will receive edThe scholarship to the Un
ucational
Three Resident Licensed
scholarships,
their versa)
, of Louisville is yell.,
home towns, and the schools they at $1,600, while each
mil:timer%
of
the
,.1!
\N ill attend, include Janice Cuners is worth $1,200.
•
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LISTEN TO WFUL EVERY DAY!
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Hundreds of Dollars
Worth of Wonderful
Awards!
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1 IDENTIFY THE\ SIX PHANTOM

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

WHY PAY MORE?

—Insuranre-t08 Main St.

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST

Phona I

Wick Smith Agency
456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or 160-W—

WELDING—FABRICATING
WAYMATIC REGULATOR
COMPANY
PHONE 1866
Electric—Acetylene
Spot Welding
We Specialize In Field Service
And Shop Work
Welders:
L. A. SIMPSON
T. J. EASTERWOOD
Next to
SONNE MADDEN
GARAGE AND DAVIS
STOCK PEN
DINNER IN. THE PARK
Among those enjoying dinner
Sunday at Columbus Park were
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Underwood
from Harvey, Ill., Mr. and Mrs.
David McAlister and children,
Mrs. J. H. Vaughn. Mrs. Pauline
Kindred and Glenda, Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Jackson and children.
Mr. Homer Underwood, Mr. and

• Lots. Subdivisions

417 Eddlngs St.
Telephone 437

DID YOU
KNOW THAT
you can rent
a new

NECCHI

SUMMER PRICES
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TEST YOUR SKILL . . . how many
of the
"Phantom voices" can you correctly
iden
tify?

m

w
elhau:
C.

IDENTIFY the six singers, then mail your card
or letter with their names to Station WFUL.
If your identification is correct, you WIN
THE AWARDS. That's ALL there is to it:
no other requirements. First person to correctly identify all six, wins !

HERE'S A TIP: Each participatin g
merchant
is going to provide CLUE CARD
S to help
you. Listen to WFUL for the names of participating merchants !
ADDRESS ALL MAIL concerning this contes
t
to "MYSTERY MEDLEY", Station WFUL,
Fulton, Kentucky.

Mystery Medley Began
Saturday, September 1st.
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You'll Need it
BEFORE LONG—

$100

Get it NOW !

only
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order yours today.

TELEPHONE 51
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COAL

CITY COAL CO,

LISTEN for the voices of the Six "Phantom
Singers" every day on WFUL. They will be

Ii

RUSSELL E. TRAVIS

Sawing Machin*?

all sizes on Hand.

•I

wit

SINGERS ON WM'S
Mystery Medley
broadcast ten times daily.

SPECIAL LOW

Immediate Delivery;

has

Si

• Land Surveying
• Civil Engineering

St I

BLACK & WHITE
STORE
UNION CITY. TENN.
Phone 36 or 567
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